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Svetlana Barkanova

ELECTROWEAK RADIATIVE CORRECTIOI\S AND

PARITY-VI O LATING ELECTRO I\_ N UCLEOI\

SCATTERING August 28,2004

Radiative corrections to the parity-violating asymmetry measured in elas-

tic electron-proton scattering are analyzed in the framework of the Stan-

dard Model. The new method of constrained differential renormalization

is used. We include the complete set of one-loop contributions to one quark

current amplitudes. The contlibution of soft photon emission to the asym-

metry is also calculated, giving final results free of infrared divergences.

The proper combination of single-quark parameters corresponding to spe-

cific corrections for the proton and neutron is incl.uded. A partially com-

puterized procedure developed and tested specifically for electron-proton

scattering can be relatively easy modified for any electroweak processes.

It can be expanded to accommodate the Minimal Super- Symmetric Model

as well. Computerizing some stages of the calculations allowed letaining

the momentum dependence, neglected in previous works. In addition to

an extensive analysis of the kinematical dependence of electroweak radia-



tive corrections, the dependence on some poorly constrained parameters

of the Standard Model was carefully analyzed.

Precise numerical evaluations \Mere perfor-med for a variety of lepton-

nucleon scattering experiments at different momentum transfers: SAM-

PLE I, II and SAMPLE III (MIT-Bates) experiments, as well as HAPPEX

I and II (Jefferson Lab), G0 (JLab), A4 (MAMI) and Q-.on (JLab). Spe-

cial attention is paid to the SAMPLE experiment, where one quark radia-

tive corrections, when combined with previous wor-k on many quark effects

and recent experimental data, are used to place some neu/ constraints on

electroweak form factors of the nucleon. The other major result of this

work is the analytical momentum-dependent expressions derived for the

leading diagrams, which were singled out numerically. Substituting the

relevant kinematics parameters into these user-fliendly expressions gives

the applicable radiative cor-rections to a very good approximation.
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1 Overview

1.1 Introduction

Although the basic validity of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) has r-arely been

doubted in recent years, confinement of quarks is still a mystery. QCD is very well

understood at short distance scales, whele perturbational methods apply. At the

Iongest distance scales, where hadrons form, the picture is at best incomplete. There

are still many interestìng things to be learned from low energy, elastic electron-nucleon

scattering.

The surprising discovery by the European Muon Collaboration showed that only

30% of the spin of the proton is carried by the spin of the quarks [5]. If one assumes

that polalized s-quarks are not important, the result should be closer to 60-65%.

Quark orbital angular momentum and giuon spìn make r-rp the lemainder of the

nucleon spin.

Overall, recent discoveries suggest that sizeable strange qualk contributions to

nucleon matrix elements may exist, parameterized by strangeness electric and mag-

netic form factors [iO]. An attempt to understand the strange quark contribution to

nucleon electroweak form factors is one of the areas of active theoretical and experi-

mental interest. With uud valence quarks in the proton and uÅ,d in the neutron, the

strange quark s is exclusively part of quark-antiquark sea. The c,b and ú quarks also



contribute to the sea, but their effects can be handled in the heavy quark approxima-

tion by the methods of perturbative QCD. Assuming lhat u and d quar-ks in the sea

behave in the same manner as s-quarks, we hope to use s-quarks as the key to under-

standing the overall sea properties. At plesent, theoretical estimates of strangeness

electric and magnetic for-m factors span a wide spectrum in both magnitude and sign

(see Table 1).

The electromagnetic current is a pure SU(3)/ flavour octet. By exploiting flavor

symmetries one can separate two flavor structures: the isovector, (z - d), and the

hypelcharge, (uld,-2s). There is no singlet component (z +d+ s), so the elec-

tromagnetic current can not provide sufficìent infolmation to separate'Lt, d, and s

contributions.

The Zo offers a ne\M flavor coupling to the nucleon proportional to weak isospin,

which samples (, - d - s) in the light quark sector. Knowing matrix elements of

(" - d), Lhe Zo can be used as a probe to find strange quark matrix elements in

the nucleon [36]. One can measure such direct character-istics of strangeness in the

nucleon as the strange magnetic moment ¡t" : lsI? x äs , the strangeness charge

radius r!: tt r2 s, and the strangeness analog of the axial charge sf75s, which can

serve as an independent confirmation of the quark spin fraction measurements.

The Standard Model introduces an asymmetry between left and right-handed par-

ticles and predicts parity violating inter-ference between the weak and electromagnetic



amplitudes in electron-nucleon scattering [56]. Thus, electroweak propelties of the

nucleon can be studied by parity-violating electron scattering at low to medium en-

ergies [9]. In this regime the asymmetry associated with the difference between cross

sections for scattering of left- and right-handed electrons can be measured. Here,

left- (right-) handedness means that the electron helicity (o'Ð is +1 (-1). These

interference effects are small, but have been ciear-ly detected in recent experiments

[7, 10, 41]; however-, extracting information of interest from the experimental data

requires evaluating radiative corrections to electroweak scattering at the few percent

Ievel.

Electroweak radiatìve corrections to intermediate energy, parity non-conserving

semi-leptonic neutral current intelactions have been addressed previously [42, 43, 44,

45,57). In these works, radiative corrections ate consttucted from the underlying

fundamental weak interaction between electron and quarks. Broadly, such correc-

tions are denoted as being either one-quark or many-quark effects. The one-quark

corrections involve the interaction of the electron with a single quark in the nucleon.

The many-quark contributions involve two or more quarks, and include effects due to

an intrinsic weak interaction in the nucleon (e.g. the anapole moment). In this work,

we restrict our considerations to the one-quark contributions, because, as far as \Me

know, one-loop processes involving the elementary particles of the Standard Model

("one-quark" type) give the dominant contribution to radiative corrections.



At the time this work was started, combined analysis of the data from the first two

SAMPLE meâsurements compared with the existing calculations of radiative effects

showed discrepancy that could not be accounted for [S]. There was an approximately

1.5s discrepancy between the extracted value of isovector axial form factor and that

expected, assuming a value for the weak radiative cor-rections as computed by Zhu

et al. [57]. This was taken to be an indication that the radiative effects in the

nucleon are somewhat larger than expected based on [57] as well as earlier calculations

[42,4J,44,45].

The primary aim of this thesis is to implove considerably the precision for cor-

rections involving only Standard Model constituents. These calculations shouid be

performed for a variety of lepton-nucleon scattering experiments, in order to obtain

the form factor values at different momentum tr-ansfers.

The use of computer packages FeynArts, FormCalc, and LoopTools [21] is of

great assistance in facilitating our calculations, allowing us to include the full set of

one-loop contributions (there are several hundred Feynman diagrams, which are labo-

rious and error-prone to calculate by hand), and to letain the momentum-dependence

of the amplitudes, for example. This partially computerized procedure allows for

performing an extensive analysis of the kinematical dependence of the r-adiative cor-

rections and the dependence on some poorly constrained parameters of the Standard

Model. This kind of analysis has not been done before. Our treatment of hadronic



model dependencies (e.g. kinematics) is stightly different than previous work. In addi-

tion, we have treated infrared (IR) divergences in the one-loop amplitudes by includ-

ing bremsstrahlung contributions for soft photon emission. While such a prescription

is not completely satisfactory, and would be better handled by also accounting for

hard photons and the particular detector setup of a given experiment, it nevertheless

sets the scale fol uncertainties of this origin. A better rvay to treat the bremsstr-ahlung

contributions is briefly described in the "Discussion and Analysis" section and is left

as a future project.

The thesis is constructed as follows. Chapter-1, called "Overview", gives the

overview of the general situation in the given field of Lesearch, statement and expla-

nation of the problem, physical motivation, and some history. ParI 2 of Chapter 1

explains the concept of electr-oweak form factors of the nucleon, shows the way form

factors are constructed from the up, down and strange quark culrents, and summa-

rizes up-to-date experimental data. Paú I.2 also contains a compilation of various

theoretical estimates of strangeness electric and magnetic form factors, which, at

present, span a wide spectrum in both magnitude and sign. Electroweak properties

of the nucleon can be studied by parity-vioiating electron-proton scattering at low to

medium energies, where one can measure the asymmetry coming from the difference

between cross sections of left- and right-handed electr-ons. In Part 1.3, we explain

how electroweak form factors can be extracted from the asymmetry factor and how



the electroweak radiative corrections enter the picture. This formalism for parity-

violating electron scattering includes definitions of the relevant currents, couplings,

form factors, and kinematics. Part 1.4 plesents the way the asymmetry can be mea-

sured, giving a short description for eight recently performed (SAMPLE I, II and iII,

HAPPEX I and II), currently underway (G0, A4) or future experiments (Q,.,u"¡). The

information that we need to calculate radiative corrections for all eight of these ex-

periments is also presented there. In addition to the brief description of experimental

set ups, \Me summarize goals, kinematics, and results of the measurements (if any are

available for a given experiment at this time).

Chapter 2, "Radiative Effects", sets the ground for our theoretical evaluations

by summarizing the relevant aspects of the Standar-d Model of particle physics and

deriving sever-al key equations. Part 2 of Chapter 2 defines one-quark radiative cor-

rections, and, in general terms, shows the way we approach their evaluation. This

section outlines the one-loop calculations, including the prescription for including soft

photon emission.

Chapter 3 gives the details. First, we derive the tree level parity non-conserving

amplitude for the electroweak interaction in the scattering processes efp --+ e*p and

e*n ---+ e*n by modeling the nucleon as a collection of quasi-free quarks carrying

some fraction x of the nucleon four-momentum. Then we do the same for the one-

Ioop amplitudes. The new method of constrained differential renor-malization is used.



Renormalization constants and counterterms are evaluated. We treat infrared diver-

gences in the one-loop amplitudes by including bremsstrahlung contributions for-soft

photon emission.

Chapter 4, "Results", reports the net lesult of a total of the 446 oneloop graphs

evaluated numerically for each experiment. The analysis of their dependence on some

poorly constrained parameters of the Standard Model is presented.

Numerical results for the radiative corrections applicable to different experiments

are given in Section 4.7. Inparticular, our results are combined with other calculations

of many-quark effects to discuss the implications for the SAMPLE experiment. In

Part 4.2, we single out the diagrams giving the dominant contribution and der-ive the

analytical momentum-dependent expressions for them. I\ow, by substituting their

own kinematical parameters into these explessions, the exper-imentalists can obtain

the applicable radiative corrections in a very good approximation. AII of 446 glaphs

can be calculated only numerically, of coulse. The one-quark radiative corrections,

when combined with previous work on many-qtiark effects and some of the avaiiable

experimental results, place new constrains on electloweak form factors of the nucleon.

These results, and some future prospects, are outlined in "Discussion and Analysis",

Chapter 5.

Notations and conventions are chosen according to [48], unless specified otherwise.



L,2 Form Factors

L.2.L Electromagnetic Form Factors

Nucleon eiectromagnetic form factors are fundamental quantities related to the charge

and magnetization distributions inside the nucleon.

To illustrate the concept of the form factor most generally, let us consider the

simplest case of electron scattering on a spin 0 nucleus. The internal structure of this

nucleus in not known and has to be somehow parametrized. In the plane-wave Born

approximation, the elastic electron-nucleus scattering cross section can be expressed

as a product of two terms, one describing the cross section for elastic electron scatter-

ing from a point charge nucleus, and another one accounting for-the extended charge

distribution:

#:(#) o.o^,1'(o)l' (1)

For a pointlike charge distributiott, F(q) would be equaì to 1.

Assuming a static nucleus and relativistic electrons, for the first term of Eq. (1)

we can use well-known Mott formula:

( ¿"\ (z*)'cos2 $

\¿cr/ poinL (28 sin2 $)2'
(2)

whele a : e2lLtr, E is the energy of the incident electron, and 0 is its scattering



angle. The momentum transfer is defined as

Q2 : -4EE' "in'f,, (3)

where E' is the energy of the scattered electr-on. See the diagram below for illustration.

Scattering Plane Reaction Plane

The form factor P(q) is a well defined mathematical concept since it is the Fourier

transform of the ground state nuclear charge distribution:

F(q) : 
lo(ñ)"nd'a'*,

I

p(d) : 
JrçÙ"ní'asn.

(4)

(5)

Fol a spinlf2 particle there are additional contributions from the magnetization

distribution. As the magnetic moments of the proton and neutron differ in reality



from the particle Dirac magnetic moment P: eIt'lLMc, we have to include a factor

to correct for p,. Thus, the Rosenbluth formula desclibes the differential cross section

for the electron-nucleon scattering mole realistically:

(y\ --( o',=)4f ('?rn\-ffip](q\)'os2$ I (6)
\dCI/,"0-\4vrsina$)n) I

| -ffi(Fr(q') + nF2(q2)72 sin2 $ )

where rc is the anomalous magnetic moment measured tobe1.792847337+0.000000029

in the units of p,¡¡ f.or the proton and -1.9130427 + 0.0000005 for the neutron [46].

The Dirac (er(q')) and Pauli (Fr(q')) form factors parametrize the structure of the

ploton.

In the limit 92 ---+ Q,

Fl'oto" (0)

FT'"t',*(0)

Fl'o'*(0):7,

FT'""o"(o) - 1. (7)

1,

0,

F,,GE

GM

In practice, it is mole convenient to use Sach's form factors G6(Q2) and G e1(Q2),

which replesent electric (Gr(Q'D and magnetic (G¡a(Q')) momentum-dependent

(Q' : -g2) structure of the nucleon more explicitly. They are defined as a linear

combination of the Dirac form factors:

Fr- KQ2

4Mk

Fr + KF2.

Direct experimental measurements [i3] are usually given

(8)

10

in terms of G6(Q2) and



G r(Q'). Magnetic form factor dominates the cross section at high momentum trans-

fer, and is well studied experimentally. Electric form factor is more diffi.cult to mea-

sure, but it can be obtained using the polarization transfer method [3] gtving the

proton form factor ratio poGonlGou.

Figure (t) shows published world data for- po€ulGo¡o as a function of the momen-

tum transfer Q2 in comparison with the fit to the polarization transfer measulements

from Jefferson Lab. Open symbols indicate Rosenbluth separations while filled sym-

bols indicate polarization transfer measulements. As one can see, the newer polar--

ization transfer technique gives a ratio which decreases dramatically with increasing

momentum transfer, in contrast to previous measurements with the Rosenbluth sep-

aration technique. See [13] for more experimental details. For the purposes of our

calculations, we are only concerned with the numericai measurement data for- a set of

relatively low momentum transfers, where the experimental situation is rathel clear.

Let us now consider a nucleon as â composite particle made of quarks, and intr-o-

duce the form factors on the electromagnetic current level.

The nucleon electromagnetic vector current is

- 
/ nF,(qz) \

q :ñ (o,{n')t, + iffiot,q' 
) 

N,

where // and ly' are nucleon spinors, and the amplitude is given by

(e)

9#q,ntlM1 :

11

(10)



For the case of electron scattering, the leptonic vector current is the Dirac current

with electron spinor z":

IP:ú,"^lPu". (11)

Hadronic currents J* are hadronic matrix elements of the electromagnetìc, vector,

and axial-vector quark current operators:

4: (N l4ltl, (r2)

with l,n/) : l¡r) or In), and

îl:ÐQqúq.ypuq.
q

(13)

Nominally, summation must be done over all quark flavors, but it is sufficient at

the momentum scale of interest to include only light quarks, u, d, anà s.

Comparing the equations (8), (9), and (i3), we can express the form factors in

terms of a lìnear combinations of contr-ibutions from different flavors of quarks:

Gu,, :3"'u,*, - !fr*,, + G"",*) (i4)

L.2.2 'Weak Form Factors

Let us consider now the fundamental coupling of an elementary fermion to the Zo.

The weak invariant amplitude is given in [45] as:

Mz : -ë+@^#^-"*(gl¿'+ sltu") ('í * 4,), (15)

l2
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where ¿u (tt'') and Jp (Ju') are leptonic and hadr-onic vector' (axial vector) currents,

respectively, and Q¡ is the electromagnetic charge number of the fermion. The vector

and axial-vector "charges" of the fermions, g{/ and' gr¡, are defrned as

grv : 2r{ - 4Q ¡ sin2 01¡t,

^f ,\ryÍyA _LtS) (16)

with Zj : ++(- j) for the upper (lower) member of the fermion doublet. For quark

and lepton multiplets, see Table 2, Section 2.7.I, or refer to [50] for more detailed

explanations.

Explicitly, we have for the electron and the (u,d,s) quarks:

gi : -I + 4sin2 01¡r, gue : ]-I,

^u'rB^gv : *t - ; sinz 01a,, 9l: -I, (I7)

^drs 'l r 'lgi : -t *; sinz oq,, 92" : +7.

The leptonic axial-vector current is a Dirac current with electron spinor u":

Lpí : u.^yp"yÚu".

Currents Jf and Jf, arc defi.ned similarly to Eqs. (r2) and (13), as:

Jí: lllîzrlttr¡, (1e)

rí5 : lw llf,lv¡, (20)

74
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where

12 o-J;: ).giruqJ¡'uqt
s

îlt : Ð g%uotrt"un'
q

The axial current of the nucleon is normally defined

G^:

(2r)

through the axial form factor

lto,u :Ñ (G o1r15) N. (22)

Factoring out the quark charges and using Eq. (17), the neutral weak vector and

axial-vector form factors can be written as

G"r,r: (1 - ! rir" lw)Gb,m+ (-1 + f .irì2 o*)(GL,, * Gi,à, (23)

G¡:G\-(Gi+Gi).

Our task is to separate the strange component of the form factors using parity-

violating electron scattering measurements at low to medium energies. One of the

areas of active theor-etical and experimental interest is in understanding the strange

quark contribution to nucleon electroweak form factols. The s quarks are a key to the

overall sea properties, and their distribution is of particular interest for developing

our understanding of quark-quark interactions.

(24)
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The leading nonzero moments of the strange quark form factors are the most

critical for our understanding of the low energ-y nucleon structure. They are defined

as the following:

(,3) = <q@lq,:o;

_ dGþ(r) 
,Ps-- , lr:o,

o,T

p,= -3M; þ?) - ,,

P' : G"M(O), (25)

(26)

(27)

with

Q,, 
4MK'

The physical meaning of the strange magnetic moment p" is clear, but instead of

p" it is more convenient to taik about a strangeness Dirac mean square charge radius

(rl) , related to G"ø, p", and ¡1" as

Defined as above, the strangeness Dirac mean square char-ge radius can be seen

as a clear analogy to the regular mean square charge radius of the nucleon.

In spite of active interest and numerous efforts, at present theoretical estimates

of ¡;" and (r"2) span a wide spectrum in both magnitude and sign (see Table 1).

Figures (2) and (3) ittustrate the same data in a more visual for-m. As one can see

from Fig. (2), the strange magnetic moment is most probably negative on theoretical

grounds. As for the the strangeness mean square charge radius, its value is still highly

unceltain.
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Type of Caloulation

Poles

SU(3) Skyrme (brokcn)

SU(3) Skyrme (symmetric)

Kaon Loops

Kaon loops +
Vector Meson Dominance

SU(3) chiral hyperbag

Ka<ln Loops

SU(3) chiral colour dielectric

Kaon Loops

NJR Soliton

Chiral quark-soliton

QCD equalities

Poles

SU(3) chiral soliton

Loops

Poles

Poles

Dispersion

SU(3) Skyrme (broken)

Chiral models

l-attice (quenched)

SU(3) algebra

Heavy Baryon ChPT

Laltice (chiral)

Chiral Quark Model

Lattice QCD
SU(3) chiral quark-soliton wllr
kaon asymptotÌcs
SU(3) chiral quark-soliton wlrlz
píon asymptotics

Perturbative CQM

P., (r.-.)

-0.31 + 0.09

-0.13

-0.33

-0.026

-0.28 + 0.04

r0.42

-0.31-+ -0.40

-0.20-+ -0.026

-0.125--> -0.146

-0.05-+ +0.25

-0.45

-0.75 + 0.30

-0.24 + 0.03

-0.45

+0.035

0.003

-0.185 r 0.075

-0.10-+ -0.14

'r 0.36

-0.25, -0.09

-0.36 + 0.20

0.41 + 0.18

0.18 + 0.34

-0.16 * 0.18

-0.046

-0.28 r 0.10

0.1 1s

0.074

-0.048 10.012

y', (t^')

0.11--> 0.22

-0.10

-0.19

-0.01

-0.0425 + 0.0026

-0.032-+ -0.027

-0.003 r 0.002

-0.022--> -0.019

-0.25+ -0.15

-0.1 7

0.19 r 0.03

-0.35

-0.04

0.002

0,14 r 0.06

0.21-+ 0.21

0.24

-0.06-+ -0.16

0.05 f 0.09

-0.095

-0.220

-0.011 I 0.003

Year Rcf.

1989 1

1991 2

1991 2

t992 3

1993 4

1993 5

1994 6

1994 7

1995 8

r99s 9

i99s 10

1996 r I

1996 12

1996 13

1996 14

1997 15

1997 16

1997 17

1997 18

1997 19

1998 20

1998 2l

1999 22

2000 23

2000 24

2000 2s

2007 26

2001 26

2002 )1

Table 1: Theoretical predictions for the strange magnetic moment and the strangeness

radius of the nucleon, in chronological older.
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Figure 2: Model values for the strange magnetic moment, from Table 1.

L.2.3 Form Factors in Terms of Quark Contributions

Let us now review and summarize the content of the previous two sections with the

emphasis on the individual quar-k contributions. The physics interest is that, with

some appr-oximations, one can extract the individual contril¡titions of the different

quark flavors to the measured proton form factors. The electromagnetic form factors

of the proton and the neutron, and the weak form factor of the proton can be expressed

in terms of quark contributions [9]:
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GÊ!*: t QnGnf,*,
q

Gbi*: t QnGnÊ\*,
q

r-z,p - \-r 
1r¡ 

ensin2 0*)Gnuo,r,"E,M ?r2't

Gil* : GLi*,

f-d,p _ t iu,n
vE,lvI - 

vE,M,

nArP _ figrtuvE,M - vE,M,

Gii*: (3 - 4sin2 o*)GTl* - +Gt*¡:,

c\i* : (z - 4sin2 o*)GTl, + GÊ7* - aG?T*,

G'{,*: (1 - 4sin2 0\4')GÊ:M - GT\* - aG"u"¡|.

(28)

(2e)

(30)

where g : ud or s , Qn i" the electric charge of each quark (213,-113,-113

respectively), Gfi - Qnsinz7¡a,) is the weak charge and Tl is the weak isospin

(712,-I12,-Il2 respectively). If norv rve suppose isospin symmetry (interchanging

u and d quarks will transform a neutron into a proton and vice versa):

we obtain from Eqs. (28) - (33) an expression of the contribution of the cluark flavors

to the proton form factors in terms of measurable quantities:

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)
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As the s quarks are a key to the over-all sea properties, strange form factors describing

their distribution are of particular interest for developing our- understanding of low

energy nucleon structure.

1.3 Parity Violating Electron Scattering

At "tree level", the electron-nucleon scattering amplitude consists of two terrns, M1

(Fig. 3a) and Mz (Fig. 3b).

Figure 4: Tr-ee level electron-nucleon scattering.

The first term is parity-conserving 7-exchange, and the second has a parity-

violating contribution from Zo-exchange. The differential cross section is proportional

to

d.o - 1., * M"l' : lM,f * 2Re {{ur). M"} *lu'l' (37)

The purely weak terrn lMzlt i. ,r"ry small compared to the other terms and can
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safely be neglected. The electromagnetic-weak interference term 2Re { 
(M'). M"}

contains the physics of interest. This term can be extracted from the parity-violating

as;'rnmetry, formed as the ratio of helicity-dependent to helicity-independent cross

sections:

A: dop - doa

doa * dor

Here, dop and do¡ are partial cr-oss sections for righi- and lefb-handed electr-ons,

respectively. This ratio, measured in a number of experiments, is of the order 10-6

at low energies.

For elastic electron-nucleon scattering, the asymmetry is given by 1a5,7)

(38)

A: lffi)
G,Q,:
4t/2tra

ec[Gzr+rGlocz, - (1 - 4sin2 7y,)e'GlrGz¡

¡/., 
D,

(3e)

where Q' > 0 is the four-momentum transfer. Gþ and Gla are the electric and

magnetic vector form factors of the nucleon associated with 7-exchange, GzB and Gz,

are the similar parameters for Z0-exchange, and Gz¡ is the axial vector form factor.

Kinematic parameters r) € and e' are defined as

 Mk'
1

Q,

(40)
1 + 2(1 * r)tanz $'

r(1 +r)(t-e2).
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The electromagnetic vector folm factors of the proton Gþp and Gl;l ale well

measured, and. some constraints can be put on Gþ" and Gl[ for the neutron [iS].

The expressions for the weak form factors of the nucleon, Gzp and Gz¡,¡, and the axial

vector coupling Gzn, are given below. The factor (I - 4sin2 01r) - 0.1 suppresses

the term containing G2¡, and makes the contlibution of higher order processes more

apparent.

The neutral weak vector form factors for the proton and neutron can be expressed

in terms of the electromagnetic form factors of the pr-oton and neutron, plus a con-

tribution from strange quarks [tO]. We choose to write this in the form

Gl,* : (r - 2sin2 oy,) [r + ni:'] GT;Ìur'

-2sin2 e-lt+ ni:'] Gi:f, - lt * nlP)cî,*.

Hele ,R[:0 , RT:t, rnd ,B{f) are the isoscalar, isovector, and isosinglet weak r-adia-

tive corrections describing the contribution from weak vector couplings beyond tree

level, respectively. Strong isospin 13 is equal to *1(-1) for the proton (neutron).

The isoscalar and isovector electromagnetic form factors ale taken to be the linear

combinations

(41)

n'l-:Ou n,¡,t :

n'l-:7Uø,M :

so that ut Q2 :0, GT:o(0) : GT:'Q) : 1, and GTFo(o) : o.8T9T, GT'@) : 4.709.

24

Go",* * Gb,*,

lap /an\jE,M - eE,M, (42)



The strange quark form factors are undetermined, but take on the values Gå(0) : 0

and Gf,¡(0) : p", where ¡-r," is the contribution of strange quarks to the magnetic

moment of the nucleon.

The axial vector form factor is conveniently written in terms of octet matrix

elements [a5] as

GzA: - ft * RT:'lGT:'rr+ 'fznf,:ocf;)+ [r + nf)] cX.

The isovector axial form facto, GT:t is determined from neutron beta decay as

GT:t(0) : gA, with g¡:7.2670 + 0.0035. The second term involving the ^9Il(3)

isoscalar octet form factor Cf;) i. not present at tree level. From a least squares frt to

hyperon beta decay, we have determined Gf;) : 0.169+0.009, which is consistent with

results of polarized deep inelastic lepton scattering [t7]. In our calculations (see sec-

tion IV) we find lÆT:ol < IRA:' l, so we expect overall that the second term in Eq. (a3)

is suppressed relative to the first term. The axial strange form factor Gl is extracted

fi'om polarized deep inelastic lepton scattering as G'¡(Qz - 0) : -0.086 +0'024[17)'

Due to the unknown Q2 dependence we take G'o(Q': 0.1) : -0.086 + 0.086 in our

analysis.

Additional information on the axial vector form factor can be provided by parity-

violating quasielastic scattering from deuterium. In the simplest impulse approxima-

tion, the asyrnmetry for the deuteron can be written as the incoherent sum of neutron

(43)



and proton contlibutions

| -1:el 
^â 

+ 1úo 
(44)A¿:l^6,rffi'

where N"(¡/") is the numerator and Do(D,) is the denominator in Eq. (39) for the

proton (neutron).

The neutral weak axial form factor as measured in electron scattering includes

anapole contributions and a class of electroweak radiative corrections that are absent

in neutrino scattering.

L.4 Experiments

L.4.L SAMPLE I and SAMPLE II

The first experiment to measure the weak neutral magnetic form factor G'* of the

nucleon is the SAMPLE experiment at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center. The

SAMPLE I experiment involves scatteling I94 MeV polarized electrons fi-om pro-

tons, and SAMPLE II refers to scattering the same beam from deuterium. It is the

combination of results from both these experiments that allows us to separate Glo

and Gi contributions, so it is convenient to describe SAMPLE I & II in the same

section.

The details of the techniques employed in these exper-iments are available in

Refs. [7, 10,4i]. The scattered electrons ale detected in a large solid angle of - 1.5 sr
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Figure 5: The layout of the SAMPLE target and detector system. (Ref. [5i])

at 4 backward. angles 138' < 0 < !60 , which results in an avera 8e Q2 - 0'1 (GeV/c)2.

The polarized electr-on source is a bulk GaAs photoemission source, with polar-

ization typically 35%. The detector- consists of 10 large ellìpsoidal milrors that reflect

the Cerenkov light into 20.32 cm diameter photomultiplier tubes'

For SAMPLE II, a separate measurement rn'as performed with the same apparatus

but with a deuterium target.

The measur-ed proton and deuteron asyfirmetries for Q2 : 0.1 GeV2 and d.," :
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146.2" are (in ppm):

Aio : -4.92+0'61 +0'73,

Ai, : -6.97 +0.64 + 0.55.

-5.61 +0.67+0.88,

-7.28+0.68+0.75.

(45)

(46)

The first uncertainty is statistical while the second is systematic. According to these

data, the size of the electroweak radiative corrections to the axìal form factor is

significantly larger than anticipated from theory [57]

The original values have been subsequently re-analyzed at least twice. In 2001,

Spayde [54] reexamined the data to find two significant corrections. The first arises

from a different treatment of the electromagnetic radiative corrections, while the

second is a correction for the fraction of the detector signal due to pions. Each

colrection incleases Ao and A¿ by about 4 percent, resulting in quoted asymmetries

of

Ai"' :
Aio :

(47)

(48)

The latest re-examination by the SAMPLE collaboration [30] resulted in a further

increase in magnitude of the deuteron asymmetry:

Aio : -7.77 + 0.73 +0.62.

The deuteron is affected the most by correction for coherent zr0 photoproduc-

tìon. Additìonal increases came from the improved determination of the scintillation

(4e)



component of the detector signal.

I.4.2 SAMPLE III

In order to confirm the SAMPLE iI observations with a measurement that has an im-

proved signal-to-background ratio, a ne\M measurement of the parity-violating asym-

metry in electron scattering on deuterium with lower beam energy of I25 MeV has

been carried out [eO]. As was the case for SAMPLE II, the dominant scattering pro-

cess is quasielastic scatter-ing. Using a 725 MeV electron beam yielding Q' = 0.038

GeV2 resulted in roughly the same sensitivity but very different systematics. The

asymmetry was further corrected for-the beam polarization, the backgr-ound dilution,

and electromagnetic radiative effects to obtain the following physical asyrnmetry:

Aio -3.51 + 0.57 + 0.58.

L.4.3 HAPPEX I

The HAPPEX experiment [7, 4] utilized the two spectrometers in Hall A at Jefferson

Lab (JLab) to measure the asymmetry in elastic electron-proton scattering at small

forward angles. The HAPPEX I experiment tsed E"¿."¡ron:3.2 GeV ar:.d O"¡¿¿¿¡oa:

12.3' Yielding Q' - 0'477 GeV2.

The measured asymmetry is

(50)

AT"o : -14.60 + 0.94 + 0.54, (51)



where again the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.

Because this asyrnmetry was measured at a folward angle, it is in principle sen-

sitive to three unmeasured for-m factors: G"u, G'r, and Gi. The axial contribution is

very small at this kinematics, becoming zero at 0o. Assumìng the calculated value

from [57] is correct, Gi shoutd not contribute more that 4% to the total asymmetry.

The other two for-m factors enter in the linear combinatio" G'E + 0.392G"M'

Thus, we have

G'E +-9'392G'M : 0.091 + 0.054 + 0.039,
G'r l l"o

G'E + 9'392G"M : 0.146 + 0.054 + 0.047.
Gor lt,

(52)

where the first uncertainty is a combination of the statistical and systematic errors ln

the asymmetly combined in quadrature with the uncertainty in G"¡, and the second is

due to the uncertainty in the electromagnetic form factors. As was stated in Part 2 of

this chapter, completely reliable values are still not available for the neutron electric

Gþ and magnetic Gi¿ forrn factors. Unfor-tunately, the result is sensitive to them,

especially to Gfr.. For example, using the results fi-om a different Gf;o measurement

[14] to interplet the Happex data, yields

(53)



L.4.4 HAPPEX II

The HAPPEX II experiment was approved at JLab with an ",{" r'ating and will

probably run starting in Octob er 2004. It will measure the parity violating (PV)

as;nnmetry in the elastic scattering of 3.2 GeV electrons from a liquid Hydrogen

target at a scattering angle of O"¿."¿r*, - 6o, corresponding to an avelage Q2 - 0.7

GeV2 [33]. The very forward scatteling angle will be achieved by utilizing ne\M septum

magnets placed in front of the existing high-r'esolution spectrometers.

The physics asymmetry is estimated to be about Arn: -1.63 ppm. With 100 ¡lA

electron beam and a polarization of 75T0, a statistical error of 4.6% and a projected

systematic error of 2.97o can be achieved in 700 hours of data taking.

The HAPPEX II measurement would access the linear combination ps i þpþ, to

an accuracy of t0.31 and would provide a direct sensitive constraint on the nucleon

strangeness radius. In terms of form factors, HAPPEX II will measul'e the linear

combination G"E + 0.08cfu.

L.4.5 G0

The goal of the Jefferson Lab G0 exper-iment is to measure forward proton asym-

metries and backward asymmetries for both proton and deuteron targets in order to

provide a complete set of observables flom rvhich chalge, magnetic and axial neutral

weak form factors of the nucleon can be determined. Measuring asymmetries at both

3i



forward and backward scattering angles makes it possible to separate the contribu-

tions of each quark flavor to the charge and magnetic form factors. In addition, the

effective axial folm factor can be extracted by measuring quasi-elastic asymmetries on

a deuterium target at a backward angle. The axial current of the l/A transition will

be also be measured by detecting in addition the inelastic electrons in the backwald

scattering experiment.

The experiment will be performed in Hall C using a dedicated setup (see Ref. [8],

[1S] for more details). The spectrometer consists of an eight sector supelconducting

toroidal magnet which will focus recoil protons (forward scatteling measurement) or

electrons (backward measurement) from a 20 crn long liquid hydrogen or deuterium

target to pairs of plastic scintiìlator detectors. In the forward angle measurement,

time-of-flight will be used to separate elastic protons from background using a pulsed

40 p,Ã,7070 polarized beam current (31.25 MHz rather than 499MHz) and custom

time digitization electronics. In the backward angle experiment, the pairs of scintilla-

tors are spatially separated to allow momentum and angle measurement. The range

of momentum transfers accessible with this apparatus is from about 0.1 GeV2 to 1

GeV2.

In the fir'st G0 expeliment, which took its fir-st data ìn the spring of.2004, forwar-d

angle asymmetries are measured by detecting the r-ecoil protons fi'om elastic scatter-

ing. Fol this "forward mode", the beam energy is 3.2 GeV and Q2 coverc the entire
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range of 0.1 to 1 GeV2. The scattered protons ale detected at Øproton:70 + 10'.

Backward angle as¡,rnmetries will be measured by reversing the same apparatus

relative to the beam direction. The "backrvard mode" uses the same beam energ'y

and scattering angles for both proton and deuteron targets. The scattered electrons

ar-e detected at Ø.¿."¡ron = 110". A set of smaller scintillators will be installed near

the exit window of the cryostat to discriminate elastic and inelastic electrons.

The following beam energy and corresponding momentum transfers are going to

be used at the "backward mode":

Eb.o (MeV) Q2 (GeV2)

424 0.3

576 0.5

799 0.8

L.4.6 A4

As well as G0, the PV A4 experiment at the MAMI accelerator in Mainz is being

mounted with dedicated apparatus to address the question of the weak neutral current

in the nucleon. It will measure both forward and backward as1'rnmetries using an

array of PbF2 calorimeter crystals. The Mainz pr-oposal (Ref.[t]) is directed towards

a measurement of the strange contribution to the Dirac form facto, Pr(Q2) of the

ôù
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Figure 6: Schematic of the G0 Experiment. (Ref. [7])
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proton at low four-momentum transfer. This forwar-d angle asymmetr-y rvill yield a

measurement of the linear- combination of strange electric and strange magnetic form

factors G! and Gfr.. The measurement began in summer 2000. Up to the moment,

the measurements were done at 854.3 MeV and 570 MeV electron beam enelgy, which

Ied to the momentum transfers of 0.23 GeV2 and 0.1 GeV2, correspondingly; with the

detector covering the angular range from 30" to 40".

With a liquid hydrogen target, a beam intensity o120 ¡-tÃ and a detector of 0 : 0.8

sr the total number of elastic scattering events or N¿o¿ : 4'8 x 1013 can be obtained

in 1500 hrs. If a beam poiarization of 80% is assumed, this would cor-respond to a

measurement of ó(f't + 0.72F2) to *0.011. Most of the current models for Fr predict

values of 0.05 to 0.1

The detector for the experiment consists of 1022 PbF2 calorimeter crystals ar-

ranged in a pointing geometry relative to the target as shown in Figure 7. AII shield-

ings, cryogenic and vacuum equipment are omitted.

It consists of six rings of 64 modules sized 5.4 x 5.4 x 39 cm3 of liquid Xe. Ii

is designed to handle the substantial background from inelastic electron scattering,

Moeller pairs and p-decays. The resolution of otlE : 3%l\FçC.g can be achieved

by collecting the scintillation light. The fast Cerenkov signal from the PbF2 allows

effective separation of eiastic and inelastic electrons in hardware. The same appar-atus

can be reversed relative to the beam to provide corresponding asymmetries over a
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Figure 7: Schematic view of a calorimetric detector for the Mainz parity experiment.

(Ref. [z])
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range of momentum transfers at backward angle of 145'

L.4.7 Q*eon

A general pìlrpose of the Q-"on experiment is to search for new physics challenging

predictions of the Standard Model.

The Stand'ard Model evolution predicts a shift of A sin2 0w : +0'007 at low Q2

with respect to the Zo pole best fit value of 0.23113+0.00015 (Fig. 8). The solid

line shows the running sin2 0s of according to Modified Minimal Subtraction scheme

(MS) The reduced slope indicated by the dashed line is given by Minimal Super-

symmetric (SUSY) Standard Model. The solid dots show the existing measurement

results from atomic parity violation (APV), deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus scatter-

ing (NuTeV), and from Zo pole asymmetries (LEP+SLC). The open symbols with

arbitrar-y chosen vertical location refer to the asymmetry measurements proposed for

Q,."ot and E-158 experiments.

The weak mixing angle at that energy scale close to the Zo pole was measured

very precisely. A precision experimental study of the evolution of sin2 01¡, t'o lower

energies still has to be carried out. As one can see from Fig. 8, cur-rently thele ale

only two off-peak measurements.

At tree level,

.)t
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Qo-""r-1-4sin20s (54)

and, thus, has a definite prediction in the electroweak Standard Model. The pr-oton's

weak char Ee Qp-.ot is also a well-defined expelimental obselvable . At Q' --- 0 and

0 "- 0 the asymmetry can be parameterized as

, I -GrQ'1A : lffi llQ' 
Q"""* + Qn B (Q\l'

where B(Q\ is a function of form factors Gþ,¡a and GzB,¡a.

(55)

At JLab, the Q-"o¡ collaboratoLs [32] propose a new precision measurement of

parity violating electron scattering on the proton at very Iow Q2 and forward angles.

According to [32], "A unique opportunity exists to carry out the fir'st pr-ecision mea-

surement of the proton's weak charEe, Qp-"on - 1- 4sin2gw building on technical

advances that have been made ìn Jlab's par-ity violation pr-ogram."

The parity violating asymmetry in elastic e - p scattering at Q2 : 0.028 GeV2

will be measured employing 180 pA of 80% polarized beam of. E6uo,n: 1.165 GeV on

a 35 cm liquid hydrogen target. This 2200 hour measurement will allow to determine

the proton's weak charge witln -4To combined statistical and systematic errors. The

electrons are collimated to 0":9" !2".

The high quality data on form factors provided (hopefuliy) by the described above

PV experiments HAPPEX I, HAPPEX II, and G0, plus HAPPEX 4He,wlII be used to
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of the Q,.uon experiment set-up' (Ref' [49])
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determine the contributions of hadronic structure to the planned Q-"on measluement.

2 Radiative Effects

2.L Forrnalisrn

z.L.t Standard Model

The Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model [20], originally developed for leptons, has be-

come the "standard Model" of electroweak interactions after being successfully ex-

tended to the hadronic sector by incorporating the concept of Cabbibo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa (CKM) mixing. The Standard Model is the most comprehensive formulation

of a theor-v of the unified electroweak interaction at present [27]. It is theoretically

consistent and in agreement with all known phenomena of electroweak or-igin.

The electroweak Standard Model is a non-abelian gauge theory based on the gauge

group SU(2) x U(1) where the ideas of Yang-Mills theorìes, isospin invariance) spon-

taneous symmetry breaking, and Higgs mechanism merge in one common framework.

The renormalizabiiity of this class of theories \Mas proven by 't Hooft in 797I [28]. This

frame gives the possibility to perform perturbative calculations for measurable quan-

tities order by order, using a few input parameters. The input parameters themselves

cannot be predicted but have to be taken from appropriate experiments.

The r-enormalizability makes it possible to calculate the higher order quantum

4T



effects (i.e. radiative corrections) to the processes accessible by experimental facilities'

Such processes include the weak decays of particles, neutrino-lepton and neutrino-

nucleon scattering, eLectron-nucleon scattering, and electron-positron annihilation.

If hadrons are involved, the basic electroweak processes are consider-ed to be the

corresponding subreactions at the level of quarks as their constituents. Thus, these

kinds of fundamental reactions are all the types of 4-felmion processes.

Electroweak processes between fermions can essentially be described with the help

of three input palameters, besides the masses of the fermions themselves and CKM

mixing angles: the non-abelian Su(2) gauge coupling constants 92, abelian U(I)

coupling p1, and the Higgs fleld vacuum expectation value u. This set can be replaced

by any other set of three independent parameters, having theoretical relations to the

previous set. Since the input parameter-s eventually have to be taken from experiment,

it is practical to choose a set of more oI less well measuled quantities.

One such set of input parameters would be [46]:

- the fine structure constant o: 71I37.03599976(50)

- the Fermi coupling constant Gt,:1.16639(1) x 10-5 GeV-2

- the \Meinberg mixing angle sin2gs,: 0.23113(tS) (Z-pole, MS renormatiza-

lion).

Another possible choice of input parameters cotild include the masses of W+ and
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Z bosons'.

M?,:
^/2Grsin2 

o,¡
(56)

# :7 - sin2 0,¡, (bz)
tvJ g

The lowest order description of 4-fermion process starts with the ciassical La-

grangian. Accord.ing to the general principles of constructing a gauge invarìant field

theory with a spontaneous symmetry bi'eaking mechanism, the electroweak classical

Lagrangian consists of following gauge, Higgs, and fermion parts [27]:

LcLassi,cat : L goug" * L H¿sg " 
* L ¡ertnl.on" (58)

The gauge Lagrangian Lcoug" is formed fi'om the isotriplet of vector freIds Wr:

(Wi,W:,,Wfr) (*" will use notation Wi,o:7,2,3) and the isosinglet vector' freId B,

transforming under a gauge transformation according to the adjoint repr-esentation

of the gauge group su(2) x t/(1), leading to the field strength tensors

7f d,

wi"

8,,

ôrWi - õ"W; - g2€"b"WÏvv:,

0rB, - 0,8r,.

(5e)

(60)

Using the field tensors Eq. (59)) \il'e can form the pure gauge field Lagrangian:

Lsous": -\*i,*uu'a - ja*a'"
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Now let us consider the Higgs field components. The electric char-ge operator Q

is built from the generators Ì of the weak isospin and the weak hypercharge Y:

Q :r." +T. (62)

?-¡ is assigned a quantum number of +j(-å) øt the upper-(lower) component

of left-handed fermion doublets of Table 3 and zero for all light-handed fermions.

For spontaneous breaking of the SU (2) x U (I) symmetry leaving the electromag-

netic gauge subgroup I/(1) unbroken, a single complex scalar doublet field with hyper

charge Y :7

Õ(ø) :

is coupled to the gauge fields

Ln¿ss,: (DpÕ).(DrA) - Y(O)

with the covariant derivative

Dt,: ð, - ¿g2T"Wi + nTU,

The Higgs field self-interaction is constlucted ìn a way that it gives rise to spon-

taneous symmetry breaking:

y(o) : -rzv+Q+À(o+o)2.

(fi3ì) (63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

Here, coefficients p, and À ar-e related to the non-vanishing vacuum expectation value



p
" 

^/^

Using Eq. (67), let us re-write Eq. (63) in the following rvay:

Õ(") : (,,* ,rflf)*(,DtJr)'

(67)

(68)

where the components ón, H and ¡ now have zero vacuum expectation values.

The real component H (r) desclibes a physical neutral scalar particle with mass

Mn : P\/2, (6e)

i.e. the Higgs boson, which has so far escaped experimental detection at present

colliders. This non-observation allows one to set a lower bound of M¡1 > 114.3 GeV

t46l

At the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) in Geneva [6], a new

particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is presentiy being constructed.

In the year 2007 beams of plotons are expected to collide at a center of mass energy of

14 TeV, In parallel to the accelerator two general purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS,

are being constructed to investigate proton-proton collisions in the ne\Ã/ energy domain

and to study fundamental questions of particle physics. The ATLAS experiment will

be capable of detecting the Higgs boson with a high significance ( > 5") in the mass

rânge from 100 GeV to 1 TeV.



Quarks Qr

Qn=

(z) 
" 

uP

d'own

uR, dR

charrn
l:l
\c,/ ¿

strange

CR, SR

(t\ to?

\o) 
' bottom

ta, ba

Leptons I7

lR

e-neutrino
(': \\e / L

eLectron

€p

u-neutrino
ív!\
\p)r

ltn

r -neutrino

\, )"
tau

Tp

Table 3: Fermions of the Standard Model.

The Higgs field components have cubic and quadric self couplings following from

I/, and couplings to the gauge fields via the kinetic telm of Eq. (64). Yukawa

coupiings give mass to the chalged fermions, although the values of these masses are

not specified by the Standard Model.

The left-handed fermion fields of each quark and lepton family are grouped into

SU(2) doublets

,þ!: (i,it) (70)

wher-e j is the doublet index and */- refers to the component index (ø : :L). The

right-handed fields form singlets:

'þi 
:'þi"

The left handed-fermion doublets and right handed-felmion singlets, included into

our calculations, are listed in the Table 3.

(71)



Each left and right-handed multiplet is an eigenstate of the weak hypercharge

according to Eq. (62). The covariant derivative (see Eq' (65))

Dt,: 0r -,ig2Tow; + nnr\B, (72)

induces the fermion-gauge field interaction.

The interaction with the Higgs field is expressed in the terms of Yukawa couplings:

L¡e,,nóo,.: t {rttfn'nrrlt! + rttf,ll'Drrþf"} * Lyuko-o ,

J'o

(73)

with

Ly uko* o : - g t(u Ló* I o + t oó-, 
" 

+ 1 róo t n + t pþo" I r) . (74)

(76)

Here, @- denotes the adjoint of þ+. The Yukawa coupling g¿ constants are directì.y

related to the masses of the charged fermions as will be specified later. For one family

of the leptons and quarks only (let's say z and d) and neglecting quark mixing, Eq.

(74) can be written as:

Lyuko-o : -g¿(u&+ d'n -f d'nÓ- ut *ãrÓod,n + d,¡t6o. d"")

-g,(Ttaón d¡ + d,¡þ- up I upsou¡ I u1þo*up)

According to the expressions above, the Standard Model has included parameters

þ2, À, 9t, 92, I jo

(75)

i.e. two parameters coming from the Higgs self-ìnteraction Eq. (66) tt'and À (which

are positìve but otherwise arbitrary), gauge couplings p1 and Ç2, and Yukawa coupling
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constants gja. None of them is physical and can be measured directly, so we have to

find a way to replace the original set Ec1. (76) by the set of some physical, measurable

quantities.

The s}'mmetry is manifested in terms of fields Wi,Br. The gauge invariant Higgs

gauge field interaction in the kinetic part of Eq. (64) leads to mass terms for the

vector bosons in the non-diagonal form

)ru'l
2,, A,:CA

e")' (*ï +w:) +{{wi,a,)

zp:

Ap:

s3

- 9tÇz

I fields

-9t92

s3

Wf, and

(77)

Let us now transformWfi, B* to the physi

1rÃ/i _ __(Wi,rlr_72 (78)+ iw")

cos7laWf - sin7lyBr

s\n71r¡Wf * cos 7wBt,

(7e)

where 7yy \s called the Weinberg or weak mixing angle (although Glashow was the

first to introduce the idea).

In Eq. (79), Ap is the regular electric (photon) field which is massless and couples

to the electron via the electlic charge e: JLtra,Wi and Z, describe two charged

W+ and one neutral Z heavy vector bosons. The SU(2)¿ x U(1)v ploposal made by

Glashow in 1961 was extended to accommodate massive vector- bosons by Weinberg

(i967) and Salam (1968). In 1979 Giashow, Weinberg and Saiam were awarded the



Nobel prize for this work. The W+ and Z \Mere experimentally discovered in 1983 by

a coilaboration represented C. Rubbia and S. van der Meer as the spokesmen, who,

correspondingly, received their Nobel prize in 1984.

In these fields the mass term Eq. (77) is diagonal and has the form

|n¡w¡ w,- + îØ,, r,) (o o :r) G;),

with

(80)

Mw : 
|n,u,

Mz : |"r[n'* nz,

if the mixing angle in Eq. (79) is chosen as

cos0'6¡: YYMz v +s3

The electric charge e can be expressed in terms of

following way:

the

(8 1)

(82)

gauge couplings in the

(84)

(75) as

(s5)

9t9z
v 

-,

1ls?+sB

ee
g' - *"0^rt 92 - 

"1"0*
The fermion masses can be obtained from the Yukawa coupling terms Eq.

u
rTLjo : g¡, 

\Þ,.

(83)
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Thus, instead of the original set of non-physical parameters Eq. (76), we have an

equivalent set rvhere every parameter can be measuled directly:

rrl¡o, Mw, Mg, M¡¡, e (s6)

Not all of them are precisely known at the moment, which makes it crucial to

analyze carefully dependence of the results of the work presented her-e from several

purely-constrained Standard Model parameters and have the associated uncertainties

under control. The values used in this work s.re sulilnarized in Table 5.

2.L.2 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

The quark mass eigenstates are not the same as the weak eigenstates, and the matrix

relating these bases is called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, or the

quark mixing matrix V . Its matrix elements are not predicted by the Standard Model

and must be extracted from experiment.

For three quark generations, the matrix is expressed by convention in ter-ms of a

3x3 unitary matrix V operating on the lower (o-) quark mass eìgenstates (d, s, and

b),

o,

c

o

W¿ W, WO

V¿ V' Va

V¡¿ V, VA
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with experimental magnitudes [46]

\I-

0.9747 to 0.9756 0.2I9 to 0.226 0.0025 to 0.0048

0.279 to 0.226 0.9732 to 0.9748 0.038 to 0'044

0.004 0.037 Lo 0.044 0.9990 to 0.9993

(88)

For some matrix elements the values can be obtained from the weak decays of

the relevant quarks or from deep inelastic neutrino scattering; the rest are restricted

using unitarity constraints. See [a6] for more experimental details.

There are several parametrizations of the CKM matrix. \Me use a parametrization

involving the four angles 0t,02,,0s, and ó, originally chosen by Kobayashi and Maskawa

[i6]:

d'

s

b'

where c¿: cosî¿ and s¿

2.t.3 Electroweak Feynman Rules

The Feynman rules is a method widely used today to calcul.ate rates for- electromag-

netic and weak interaction particle processes. Each possible reaction is replesented

by a diagram; and each diagram has a definite amplitude related to it by a set of rules

(the Feynman rules), providing a convenient shorthand for the calculations. Thele is

a multiplication factor of for each vertex, i.e. coupling, so the amplitudes for diaglams

C1 -SIC7

StCz ClC2Cg - S2sg€á6

Stsz c1s2Cs ¡ c2sgei6

: sin 0¿ fot- i : 7,2,3.

-srse

clc2ss t s2csei6

C1S2,93 - c2cgei6

d

s

b

(8e)
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with many loops are small and can be neglected in most cases. Of course, Feynman

rules are only useful. when this factor is small, that is, fol electromagnetic or weak

interactions but not for strong interactions (except at very high energies).

The full set of electroweak Feynman rules can found in [i2]. Below are shown

several rules most commonly applied in the presented work, expressed in terms of

bare par-ameters.

- r#v¿ o(r- y')

Fermion W-boson vertex.

Fermion Z-boson vertex.

-,*Oy,G{,- s!,y')

W

@
vqp

t I q,,q,(1-Ë)1

,tz - úvl- 8t'" * q\ tMi )

W-boson propagator

Ð¿



Z
v\,A,rv\,.\,^,4^/
vqp

i I q"Q,Q-Ë)f
õt-l

S, _MZL uu" ' q, _trMi )

Z-boson propagator.

EI
I ?'-4.',,t I

Unphysical charged Higgs propagator.

Vy'e use notation { for the gauge-fixing parameter. As one can see fi'om the expres-

sions above, all boson propagators are gauge dependent. We shall consider different

gauge choices in the next section, "Renormalization Theory" (Sec. 2'1.4).

The vector and axial-vector- "charges" of the felmions, grv anð, gr¡,, ur. defined as

g{, : TJ," - 2Q ¡ sin2 0Y"

gT : T1,,,

The same quantities are also called "coupling constants".

More specifically, for the electron and the (u,d,s) quarks we have:

(e0)

11gi : -i+2sin20s, g"e:- r,LL

74"7si' : +; - isin2 
ow, si: + 

2,

d.s 1 2 ).n -d,,s 1gl;" : - r+ isin2 
0w, nh" : -t.

l.)i)t)

(e 1)



Expressions (90) and (91) differ from (16) and (17) by a factor of two, but give

the same results in the end.

In this thesis, it was found more convenient to define amplitudes using chirality

projection operators @+ : f and 'Ø- : t' instead of explicit Dirac matrices

7s.As an example, Iet us consider electron interacting with up-quark via Z-boson

exchange, at tree level:

u (k)

According to the Feynman rules stated above and for the momenta specified

the diagram) we obtain the following parity-violating amplitude:

11r12-tree : u(1t3, m")1ffi .
xu(ka,*,"11ffi
x@;ffi-@

'iesin0w'yrø+
cos 0'¡¡

2i,esin0w j,

t,r:r¿u)

u(k2,mu)

]"r
@1

t^
JL

3 cos 0q,

(e2)

Let us now consider ZZ-box diagram as a simple exampie of a one-loop process:
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e (kì e (k)

This amplitude will include four propagators (last line) and

over 4-dimensional momenta in the ioop:

M{z-zIuo, : åF I djq u(k3,^Slffi *

x(m"+(fts+ þn- þr- ,Ð)

.. l¿"?i * sin2 o*).y,-- 
,

^ | *"0. "1"0* 
-

xu(k4, *"'l lffi -'" "#:i#*-.) r^, + ( þz+ Á)) (e3)

,l¿e(à - ?sinz 7w)trø- _2i,esin7w.'/oø*1 u(t ,.*.,\
L cos 0s sin 0s, 3 cos 0,¿, J ' "' q /

require integration

cos ?'ry

u(fu,mu)

iesin0w'yp@+

iesin0s'y,@+
cos 0,¿

111
X---:------------:-------------..::'-j-.-----..-.--|

9rpÇ po

q2 - MZ (kz -r q)2 - m? (kz + q - kn)' -MZ &r+8-k¿-kt)'-*2

Generally speaking, the task of constructing an amplitude according to the Feyn-

man lules is a very straightforward one. This part can be automated. The amplitude

chosen above as a simple example is not divergent. However, sometimes the ampli-

tudes beyond tree level do diverge, and integration requires more of an effort. We

can tell whether the integral diverges by simply counting the porvers of g in a given



Feynman glaph. Each fermion propagator contributes q-r, each boson propagator

contributes Q-2, each loop contributes a loop integration with qa, and each vertex

with z¿ derivatives contributes at most TL powers to g. If the resuit scales as q* and

m) 0, the graph diverges. The methods of regularization and renormalization ap-

plicable in this case are discussed in the next section.

2.L.4 Renormalization Theory

One of the creators of quantum field theory, Dirac himself, considered the renormal-

izatìon approach to be artificial and contrived. In his opinion, the renormalization

approach "... is just not sensible mathematics. Sensible mathematics involves ne-

glecting a quantity when it turns out to be small - not neglecting it because it is

infinitely great and you do not want it!" By introducing sr:persymmetry, two new

types of finite theories were developed recently: Super Yang-Mills theory and Super-

stings (see [35] for more extensive review). Superstring theory is the most powerful

and remarkable of the two. It is finite to all orders of perturbation theoly, plus it con-

tains quantum gravity. However, there is no experimental evidence at all to support

supersymmetry. So, for now, we must r-ely on infinite, but renolmalizable theories,

such as Yukawa theory and spontaneously bloken non-Abelian gauge theoly. Not

all theories are renormalizable. Renolmalizability of Yang-Mills theory, proven by

't Hooft, made it possible to successfully apply quantum field theory to the weak
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interactions in order to calculate effects beyond the tree level.

Divergences found in quantum field theory came flom the transition to an infinite

numbel of degrees of freedom from a finite number found in cluantum mechanics. We

have to sum continually over an infinite number of internal modes in loop integration,

which leads to divergences.

There are numerous renormalization proposals with the details varying from scheme

to scheme, but they all share the same basic physical features. The divergences are

abso¡bed into a set of "bare" physical parameters such as the coupling constants and

particle masses. Those parameters are, consequently, divergent and unmeasur-able.

The divergences of these parameters are chosen in a way so that they cancel against

the ultraviolet infinities coming from infinite classes of Feynman diagrams. After the

divergences are absorbed by the bale parameters, palameters become renormalized

and "dressed", i.e. physical and measurable. The details of the renormalization pro-

gram may be tedious and quite complicated. Here, the schematic point of view is

presented. For a more compr-ehensive description, the readers are directed to [35],

[4s], [23], [2].

There are three essential steps in renolmalization theoly. First, power counting is

done as described in the pr-evious section.

Second, we have to perform regularization. Because manipulating divergent inte-

grals is not rvell d.efined, we need to cut off the integration over daq. This formally
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makes each graph finite. After we have rearranged the graphs to put all divergent

terms into the physical palameters, making them "dressed", we let the cutoff go to in-

finity. A wide variety of regularization schemes have been developed over- the decades,

each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Let us consider three main types:

Pauli-Villars, Lattice and Dimensional regularizations.

In the Pauli-Villars regularization scheme, we cut off the integrals by assumìng

the existence of a fictitious particle of mass M. The propagator becomes modified by

a factor

1 1 m2-M2
82 _ m2 q2 _ M2 (q' _ 

^r)(q' 
_ Mr)'

where the relative minus sign means that the new particle is a "ghost", i.e. the particle

has negative norm. The propagator now behaves aslf qa, rendering all graphs finite.

Then, we let M' go to infinity so that the unphysical fermion decouples from the

theory. The Pauli-Villars scheme preserves local gauge invariance and Ward identities

in QED, but they get broken for-higher groups [35].

Lattice regularization is the most widely used regularization scheme in QCD for

non-perturbative calculations. Combined with Monte-Carlo techniques, it makes it

possible to extract qualitative and even some quantitative information fi-om QCD.

Here, we assume that space-time is actually a set of dìscrete points arranged in some

kind of hypercubical array. The lattice spacing then serves as the cutoff for the space-

time integral. Because this method is defined in Euclidean space) this approach aÌlows
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us to calculate only the static pr-operties of QCD.

Dimensional regularization is the method selected for the pr-esented work. We de-

scribe it more extensively later, in Chapter 3, "Details of Calculations". The method

involves generalizing the action to arbitrary dimension d, where there are regions in

complex d space in which the Feynman integrals are all finite. Then, as \Me analyti-

cally continue d to four, the Feynman graphs pick up poles in d space, allowing us to

absorb the divergences of the theory into the physical parameters. Dìmensional regu-

larization preserves ali properties of the theory that are independent of the dimension

of space-time, such as the War-d Takahashi identities (see Sec. 2.I.5).

As the third step in renormalization theory, we actually renormalize the theory

using either multiplicative renolmalization ol counter-terms. The method of multi-

plicative renormalization, developed first for QED, involves summation over an infr-

nite ser-ies of Feynman graphs followed by the redefinition of the coupling constants

and masses, allowing us to absorb the divergent sum. Since the bare parameters ar-e

unmeasurable, we can assume they are divergent and that they cancel against the

divergences of corresponding Feynman graphs. In the method of counterterms, which

we actually use in this work, we add new terms directly to the action to subtract

off the divergent graphs. Adding the original action rvith the counterterm gives us

the renormalization of masses and coupling constants in the action. The coefficients

of these counterterms are chosen so that they preciseì.y cancel the divergent graphs.
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Counterterms are proportional to terms in the original action and there are a finite

number of counterterms needed to make the theoly finite to any order.

2.1.6 .Ward 
Takahashi Identities

A set of Ward Takahashi identities ([SS]) simplifies our work by reducing the number

of independent renormalization constants.

For correlation functions in QED, and amplitudes of the type

Pt 'Pn

ia(k; pt' ' 'pni Qt' ' ' Qì =

the Ward Takahashr identity is given by

krMq(k;pt''' pni Qt "' A")

: ellMo(nt... pn, et "' (qo- k)'
¿

For the arbitrary symmetry

(e4)

Qt"'q")1.

ç"(r) - ç"(n) -t eAp"@)



'ü/e cân use the Schwinger-Dyson equation as the Ward Takahashi identity:

@rjr(*)ç"(rr)po(rr)) (95)

: -i ((Lp"(nr)6(" - rù)çu(nz) + e"@1)(Lp6(r2)6(" - "ù)l .

Now, how does the expression like Eq. (9a) help us to reduce the number of

independ.ent renormalization constants? Let us consider the simplest example of the

electron-photon vertex, where on the left hand side of Eq. (94) we would have the

three-point function with one entering (p) and one exiting (n + n¡ electron and one

external photon (k). Then the Ward Takahashi identity reads ([4S]):

S(p + k)l-i'ekrrr(p + k,p))S(p): 
"(S(p) - S(p + k)), (e6)

where quantities S are the eiectron propagators and fp is the vertex.

Multiplying both sides by ,9-t(p) and ^9-1(p + k) gives:

-i,krlP(p ¡ k,n): ,S-1(p + k) -,S-t(p).

Let us now define the renormalization factors Zl and 22 as

l*(P+k,P)-Zr'f

for k --* 0, and

s(p) - :+' þ-rn
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Setting pnear the mass shell and expanding Eq. (96) about k:0, for the first-

order terms we obtain:

-i.Zlt ft: -i.Z;r /t,

I.e.

Zr : Zz.

2.2 One-Quark Radiative Corrections

As was indicated in the previous chapter, extracting form factots G'zB,1n1 and Gzo is

based not only on experimental data, but also on theoretìcal caiculations of radiative

corrections for parity-vioiating scatter-ing. We calculate the radiative corrections to

tree level for the electroweak interaction in the scattering processes e * 'p -+ e * P

and e I n --- e * n by modeling the nucleon as a collection of quasi-free quarks each

calrying some fraction z of the nucleon four-momentum.

If we assume that during the scattering process the electron interacts with only

one quark, we can split the problem of electr-on-nucleon scatteling into calculations of

Feynman graphs for processes like e(pù + A(Vz) -- e(k) + q(p+), with g representing

(u,d, s) quarks. Starting from the fundamental coupling of an elementaly fermion to

the photon or to the Zo, one can arr-ive at the general form of electromagnetic and

weak invariant ampliiudes [45]:

(e8)

M.r : _ffe,,,r1,
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Mz : -ë+@Ã*;ræ(g"r+ n'ot") (tí * tí')' (100)

where ¡u (¿u5) and Jp (Jø5) arc leptonic and hadronic vector (axial vector) currents,

respectively, and Q¡ is the electromagnetic charge number of the fermion, Definitions

for currents and couplings are given in Chapter 7,Paú 2'

The weak coupling has been expressed in terms of the parameter set (4, Mw, Mz)

rather than G¡, noting that sin2 0w : I- Mil IMZ in our renormalization scheme, In

order to be parity-violating, Zo exchange must ìnvolve either V (e) x A(q) or A(e) x

V(q), where V(A) stands for a vector- (axial vector) current. Thus, it is convenient to

express the amplitude for the parity-violating (PV) part of the electron-quark (e - q)

scattering in the general form

Minu : Ao a.(pt)'ypu"(pr) 'ao(pa)1,'lsun(pz)

+ B'q u"(p")'yr Itu "(p 
t)' ttn(p n) I *u o(pr),

: A.o JTfo + B"s J";v.

(101)

Here, Aq and B"q are functions of the Standard Model parameters, n -poìnt tensor

coefficients, and kinematics. From this point we define one-loop radiative correction

relative to tr-ee level electron-quark scattering as follows:

-, - Ælo on - 
BÍlo

Ro¡= ffi, RT = ffi, (102)

where Alr!." and Bff." corne from the tree level, and ,zf.jo and Biio come from the

one-loop ladiative corrections. The relationship between the hadronic radiative cor-
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rections of Eqs. (4I-43) and the electron-quark radiative corrections of Eq. (102)

follows from the linear combinations:

RT:o : (si,ni + si,RÐ l(sv + sl,),

RTr:' : @ïni, - si,RÐ I (gi - sl),

R\P : Øï,Rï, + sl*l, + sîRî) l(si + sl + sî), (103)

RT:o : -Ri+RlA,

RT:' : (Ri + RX) 12,

Af) : -ah+a!o+nî.

For the axial corrections we have used the explicit values of gna, which are *1 or -1,

and. the -R[:0 correction is divided by 1 instead of the tree ]evel term gfr * gf , since

si + sA:0.

Each particle calries 4-momentu^ p? : m! wíth the following structule in the

center-of-mass (CM) frame:

Pt : (Er,o,o,P) ,

Pz : (8r,0,0, -P) ,

Ps : (Es,P sin d, 0, P cos 0), (f O+)

p+ : (Ea, -psin0,0, -p cos á) .

Here -Er : Es and Ez : E¿ (for elastic scattering) and p denote the energy and mo-
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mentum of the scattered particles. The Mandelstam variabies are defined as follows:

(105)

wíth El, : p2 + m!,r. For elastic scattering we have s * ú -f u : 2mr * 2m2. Input

kinematic parameters, in our case, are the energy of the electron in the laboratory

reference frame, .Ði.6, and the scattering angle á. Hence -86p1 and p can be expressed

in terms of El"¡ and 0:

(nZ*+m7-m?)2
2EZ*

For quarks bound in the nucleon, $/e can assume that the energy of the cluark can

be defined as a fraction of the mass of the nucleon E\,r^o: *'*k, with r x ll3.

Taking into account E|,1u,o : p\)ov * *7, \Me can determine the center-of-mass enet-g-y

as foliows:

In the latter equation, á¿ denotes the unknown angle between the spatial momentum

of the electron and quark just before scatteling took place. Final expressions for

radiative corrections have been integrated over this angle to account for all possible

values of á¿.

/ r2s : \Pt+Pz)

t - (pr_ pr)'

u : (pr-pn)'

p2:

(Et+Er)':EZ*,

-zp' (l - cos 0) ,

(8, - øz) - zp' (7 * cos á) ,

- ml. (i06)

3r : (Pr,,'o * Pr,ruo)' : *? + m?, +

+zl'*b(DrrL¡v (t - 
(E?'^' - *?)'/'-(-Ql'1ù'-- *Ð't'.'""'.0) 

. f totl



Figure 10: PC and PNC tree-level amplitudes for electr-on-quark scattering.

3 Details of the Calculations

3.1 Tbee Level PNC Arnplitude

At tree Ìevel, we have only one type of diagram to consider:

The PC part is of no interest, and Pl'trC amplitude of Fig. 10 has the simple

structule

De,Í, PNO Mz)

ú (kt, m u) 
.y pu (h, *.) . ú (lt n, m ¡) 1 r1su (k2, m ¡) +

( 108)

Y
ir

- 4sin @-)')
sin(ïy¡)2 (t -

"o (t
4cos (0,¡¡)2

frf)

.ú (kt,rn") .yp'ysu (h,m") .



Here sin 0'* : t - ffi is the Weinberg mixing angle.

3.2 One-loop corrections

Doing one-loop calculations in the Standard Model by hand is a laborious task due

to the sheel number of particles and the complexity of the undellying theory. To

facilitate this task, and to reduce the possibiiity of errors, for some time software

packages have been developed to automate dìfferent tasks ìn these calculations [22].

In this paper, we have chosen to use the packages FeynArts, FormCalc, and LoopTools,

running on Mathemati,ca platlorm [21]. These packages are designed to work hand in

hand on various aspects of the calculation, as described below'

In total, 446 one-loop diagrams 'wet'e calculated, including countelterms and con-

tributions from scalar bosons (H,X,/) and ghost fields (r",u-, ua). All diagrams ale

Iisted in the Appendix. For analysis and compalison with earlier wor-k (see Ref. [42],

for example), it is useful to split diagr-ams into three classes (Fig. 11). Class l are

self-enelgy loops, Class 2 are triangles, and Class 3 are boxes. Class t have a dom-

inant contribution from Z exchange and 7Z mixing. Class 2 include tliangles with

f f'Z and ///7 vertices. Class 3 are the ZZ,WW andlZ box and crossed box

diagrams. Contributions from scalar bosons and ghost fields to the boxes were found

to be negligibly small.

Because of the huge size of the analytical expressions for amplitudes, we leave them
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Figure 11: Classes of one-loop contlibutions to electron-quark scattering including

self-energy, vertex, and box diagrams.
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out of this work. We keep the complete expressions in electronic form and can send

them to anyone interested. Certain steps involved in the evaluation of the one-loop

PNC amplitude have to be explained more carefully. To evaluate four dimensional

one-loop tensor integrals, we have used the Constrained Differential Renorrnalíza'

tion (CDR) scheme [2] implemented in the package FormCalc. In the CDR scheme,

Feynman diagrams are considered completely in foul dimensions. Thereafter, the

reduction of singular basic functions (products of propagators and theìr derivatives)

has been renormalized into the sum of "reguiar" ones by implementing a set of rules

in such a way that Ward identities are satisfied. It was proven in Ref. [21] that CDR

is equivalent at the one-loop level to regularization by dimensional reduction [52], af-

ter taking the Fourier transform of the basic renormaiized functions into momentum

space. This last approach corresponds to a modified dimensional regulalization, whele

one-loop integlals are considered in D dimensions, brit all the tensors and spinors are

kept 4-dimensional [52]. To preserve gauge invariance in dimensional reduction, one

should jLseQr, (Of,: D) with gr,î"0:Çfl1or the tensor decomposition.

In dimensional regul ar\zalion, the general structure of a one-loop tensor integral

can be written in the form l24l

. -À n

4 0,:Ø#:Io" (q' - *?) ((q + pr)' - rrrÐ . . ((q * p*-r)' - *'*)
( 10e)Q;aQr2...q¿,

Here, ¡.r is the legularization scale parameter of dimensional reduction, which is re-

lated to the CDR renormalization scale by log (,lU') - log (tt\ + 2. For the tensor
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decomposition of Eq. (109) into iinear combinations of tensor coefficients functions,

we have used the method of Passalino-Veltman [47]. Using the Passarino-Veltman

method for tensor decomposition, we can represent the above integral as the linear-

combination of tensor coefficients functions, which reads explicitly:

B', : k,rB',

B'r, : Q¡"rBoo l k1¡"klrBs,

2

C p : Ðkorco,
á:7

2

C'r, : î¡",Coo* 
,F_k¿rk¡,C4,

C'r,, : Ð(îr,koo lî,pk¿r, *îrok*) Coo¿ * Ð k¿¡k¡,kEpC¿¡E,
i.:r i, j,€:1

o

D'r : Dlt,,D,,
¿:1

(1 10)

3

D'r, : ì¡"rDoo+ Ð k¿rk¡,Dr¡,
^';-1
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D'r,, : Ð(îr,kn,*î,pk¿t" *îrok*) Doo¿* Ð k¿*k¡,k¿pD¿¡ç,
i:L i,,j,Ç:I

Dt¡,rp, : (Q¡""î0" * îrrîro * ît"îrp) Doooo

Ç ¡",k,ipk¡o I Q, pk¿¡'k ¡o * Q ¡'pk¿,k ¡o
J

r\-t /r
i,i:1

lQ ¡"okuk ¡ p * Q,olt¿¡,k ¡ o I Q polt4"k ¡,

o

+ t k¿pk¡,kEpk,noD¿i€*.
i,i,Ç,m:7

Here (B', C' , D') mean two, three, and four point tensor- integrals, with two, three,

and fout propagators, respectively. The rank of the above tensors is equal to the num-

ber of integrable momenta (ønrøø...øor)in the numeratol of Eq. (109). Two, three

and four point tensor coefficient functions, coming from tensor decomposition, wer-e

calctrlated numerically by using the package LoopTools, and algebraic calculations

\Mere completed with the help of packages FeynArts, FormCalc and FORM. To sum-

marize this section) we provide an outline of how calculations lvere implemented in

these packages.

1. Generation of the diaglams (package FeynArts)

Dou¡

o Topologies are defined

7l



o Fields are inserted

o Amplitudes and their counterterms in ìntegrai form are defined, along with

CKM matrix

2. Evaluation of amplitudes (package FormCalc along with FORM)

o Indices contlacted and traces are taken

o Amplitudes in general form (i.e. combination of many-point tensor coefficients

along with spinor chains) are presented

¡ Radiative colrections were calculated (On Shell Renormalization)

o Infrared divergences are treated by adding soft-photon emission

3. Numerical evaluation

o Standard Model par-ameter-s and kinematics are defined

o Many-point tensor coefficients are numerically evaluated (package LoopTools)

3.3 Renorrnalization consta-nts

Generally, tensor coefficient functions are ultraviolet divergent (inversely proportional

to the parametel e : 4- D). In order- to cancel divergences and transform bare param-

eters into physical observables one has to introduce a renormalization scheme' The
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MT,o : ttt2+6M2,

M?r,o : M?"+6Mlr,

M'u,o : M"+6M"'

ffil,o : mlnl6*ru,

€s : (t+6e)e,

(;) 
: 

('.,:::: ,ïî;^^) (:) 
111

wf : (t *f,az*') **,

Ho : (t *f,dz') n,

¡lo : (,,, * !rrdtl>,,) ff,

¡r", : (u,, *|ott"l,t) rf

renormalized parameters ale related to the bare parameters (denoted by a subscript

0) as follows:

Counterte¡ms were chosen in the On Shell Renor-malization (OSR) scheme in the

't Hooft-Fe)mman gauge, where the gauge parameter € : 1 with the foilowing renor-

malization constants ([23]):
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6222 : -* (# r',' (*)) 
rz:MZ

622A: ,".(w),

Wave function renormalization:

6zww : -Re

6ZH : -Re

6Zx : -Re

6ZÓ : -Re

(1r2)

(1i3)

')) 
*,:o 

,

)

k2

)\ \

t)

o(,

Mz

ç.,4/ÐL

t(À

Mz

a
ak,

(z!"
\

6ZAA : -R" (

6ZA2 : -2Re

(114)

(115)

(116)

(117)

(118)

(#"t*(*')) 
nz:M?v

(h*(*')) 
xz:Mî

(#"'(*')) 
xz:Mz

(fr'"(*')) 
xz:M?v

@fr")oo : -n" (r/;¿ (*?))

-mln (#f"f (o') * ,{;" (o') + zlrn;' (o))) 
,,_^; 

,

(*?,))@rro)ou : -n* (r|Ã

-m?R"(#f"r @') *>{;" (n') +2Ð{;' þ')]) p2:m?/ p¿:rnî.
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Mass renormalization:

6Mz

6M?"

6M,,

6*ru

n (>"," (*Z)) ,

n" (EY- (*?")) ,

n" (rH (*?,)) ,

f,*¡,n" (rt;" ç*i,7 + >{;o (^',,) + z>¡¡ (*?))

(11e)

(120)

Here tr and .R correspond to left- and right-handed felmions, X is the one-loop integral

of the truncated self-energy graph, and I denotes the transvelse palt only.

Charge and mixing angle renormalization:

(12i)

6e:

with sin2 0w :1- MillMZ.

(122)

(123)

(124)

3.4 Infrared divergences and soft-photon ernisslon

For diagrams with photon exchange between external fermion legs we have encoun-

tered infrared (IR) divergences. These are regulated by introducing a small photon

"rest mass" À in loop integrals involving the photon propagator. This results in

t"(*2rlÀ2) terms in the amplitude. Hence the radiative corlections aLe, strictly

6(sin2 0y¿)

6(cos2 01a, )

2n (6Mz 6M?"\
cos- uyy \nr - MT ) ,

-6(sin2 ?qr),

-I(ut^^.mur"o),



speaking, infinite in the limit À ---+ 0. This unphysical dependence on À is cancelled

by adding the inelastic bremsstrahlung contributions arising from soft-photon emis-

sion by the external fermions (i.e. from the initial or final electron or quark) to the

scattering cross section [ff].

To see how this works in the parity-violating asymmetry, consider- the inelastic

bremsstrahlung amplílude M(, which includes the four diagrams of Fig. 12 involvìng

Z exchange, and the corresponding QED amplitude Mf, (not shown) invoiving photon

exchange. The total inelastic cross section is given by

d,of,q -lrl * M(l (125)

In analogy with Eq. (37), a parity-violating asymmetry will result from the interfer-

ence term zn {(MIY M(}

In the soft photon approximation, it is straightfolward to shorv (see Ref. [+0], for

example) that the amplitude fol soft photon emission can be written in telms of the

Born (tree level) amplitude

Mt:Mt.,o[-m *6iÐ.m, #ïb]..(k) , (126)

ivith k the momentum of the photon and e (k) its polarization. This is just the am-

plitude fol elastic scattering (without bremsstr-ahlung) times a factor for soft photon

emission. An identical factor relates M( to Mßo,o.

The contribution of the parity-violating inelastic differ-ential cross section to the



Figure 12: Bremsstrahlung diagrams for treating IR divergences.
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r-adiative correction can also be expr-essed ìn terms of the parity-violating elastic Born

cross section, once the appropriate integrals over phase space are done. The steps

involved in carrying out the phase space integlals at-e analogous to ordinaly parity-

conserving electron scattering, as discussed fol example in the paper by Maximon

and Tjon [a0]. We refer the reader to that paper for details, and simply present the

result that

dof,q : do"gqo'on"Ån'

where rcijo is the soft-photon factor defined as

(r27)

,-eq d I d3k (- p, 
- P, - QqPz 

- 
QnPn\'

hsorl - - z*r,/¡u¡5ou 2/ktTTt \ (p, k)' (p". k)' (i:6 - õ:Ã )' 
(128)

Here AE is the maximum momentum of the undetected photon for which an elastic

scattering event is recolded, which is r-elated to the final electron detector- acceptance

in the lab fi-ame, A.Ð.

Adding together the elastic and inelastic closs sections, we have

d,of!, - 1M3.." * Ml.^ot M"uo,o* u?^ol' * 1M3"." + Mfl",,12 Éjo, (r2e)

wher-e M\^o and M!^¿ denote the one-Loop radiative corrections. Note that at this

stage, our expression (t29) also inciudes the pulely QED radiative corrections ,Â1,1"¿

to the Born amplitude Mlo,o. M\^u includes vertex and 17 box diagrams of or-der

O("').



For the PV contribution, it is convenient to work with the amplitrde M"pqy defined

in Eq. (101), flom which we can write the relevant PV interference term as

(l
I (.rr4".")* (M"rou,r,""+ Mlqv,,uo+ M?T,r,..å"ÍÍo) 

Idolnu,ror-2Re{ -. 
I (130)

[ + (¡zËï,,.*). (r7^o + M[",,]rc:io) )

At this point we note that the second term of Eq. (130) involves a PV interference

term between Mf,u¿ and Mi\¡,t."", plüs the soft photon emission contribution needed

to cancel the IR divergences in ,Al]"¿. In principle, one should use the full expression

(130) to evaluate both the QED and weak radiative corrections on the same footing,

since they contribute to the PV asymmetry at the same or-der. In practice, this has

not been done. We take the position here that experimental analyses have already

accounted for the QED radiative corrections, and to include such effects again here

would be double counting. Accordingly, we drop the second term in Eq. (i30) from

further consideration at this time.

Using the general structure of the PV amplitude in Eq. (10i)) we can rewrite the

first term in Eq. (130) as

(131)[ {r4".")- [(r + RnA+ i"':-) tä*¡ífo)
doTu,ror-2Re{ ' - / 

I'
| +(+ni+å"ÍÍn) Bi!*r"ful 

)

where current products Jff¡ and Jufy arc defined in Eq. (i01).

Evaluating Eq. (128), we have

*ilo : -#[2m!I (pr,pr) - (r^Z - t) I (pr,p") + zQlm?nr (pr,pr)
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-Ai (z^7 - t) I (p,,pn) - 2Qo (" - *2 - ^?) 
I (p,,pn)

-2Qn (' - ^2 - ^?) 
I (pr,pr)),

(132)

(133)

(134)

with the soft-photon emission integral I (po,p¡) defined as

(po. k) (p¡ . k)'

These integrals generally have been worked out in Ref. [29]. For electron-quark scat-

tering in the CM frame, we have (see also Ref. [23])

+r¡,(t -a¿i @o-o,l) - r¡r(t - L (",+p¡)) -Liz(, - L (E¡ -r,lll.
\ u¿¡ / \ a¿¡ " / \ o¿¡ Yr))r,

where u¿¡ : (al,m?-^ïl(z (*o¡Eo - E)), and (E¿,pr) are the energy and momentum

in the CM system. The parameters for different values of i, j ale given in Table 4.

Li2 is the dilogarithm function

Li2(z):l"o*t# ( 135)

The lR divergent (ln À) terms in the elastic and inelastic contributions to the

ladiative cor-rection cancel exactly. In particular, if we define the modified radiative

correction factors

r (p n, p ¡) : -?-m,i^ (W)' ( # ) 
. 

å ^' (m)
-i,,^' eå) + Liz (, - i ç', * os)

RT + ï":*,
Rî+|"'X
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z j TfI¿ rn¡ (L; ;

1 1 T'ne rne 1

2 2 Tnq Tnq 1

1 J rne r'ne ' 2rnZ I

2 4 ffLq m,n
¡tt 2m,2- |

1 4 n'Le Tnq ^2+*', - u+ J (u - ^! - *2r)2 - 4mf,m2,

"*z

1 2 rne T'nn
, - rnz - ^', + \f (*?+^', - ")' - t^Z*?

2*Z

Table 4: Soft photon emission integral parameters of Eq.(134).

then Rl, and RqA are the radiative corrections to electron-quark scattering free of

IR divergences. This was confirmed numerically in our calculatìon by varying the

parameter À over severâl orders of magnitude, with no numerically significant change

in A.

There remains a weak logarithmic dependence on Ae of the form ln(Ae/rn). This

dependence will be cancelled if hard photon bremsstrahlung is taken into account.

This requires knowledge of particular exper-imental details such as detector geometry,

energy resolution, phase space cuts, etc. This is beyond the scope of this thesis,

and we have chosen to simply set the scale for these effects by choosing an energ'y

resolution A.Ð corlesponding to the parameters of the corresponding detector. We

leave a more complete treatment of the hard bremsstrahlung corrections, as well as
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the simultaneous treatment of both QED and weak radiative corrections, as a future

project.

Results

4.L Nurnerical Results

4.L.L SAMPLE I and SAMPLE II

The parameters of the Standard Model ar-e taken fiom Ref. [46], and are given in

Table 5.

As discussed by Hollik [26], the masses of the light quarks are regarded as param-

eters and have to be adjusted. The adjustment is made necessary by quark-antiquark

interactions in the loops, i.e. hadronic vacuum polarization. Instead of the constituent

or bare quark masses, we consider the effective quark mass modified to reproduce the

results of a dispersion analysis for íhe e+e- ---, Ìtadron process) normalized by the

e* e- ---, lt+ I,r- scattering cross section for the low-energy region [46].

For kinematical input, we have chosen the SAMPLE I and II kinematics, corte-

sponding to -8u,66 :!94 MeV and an average backward scattering angle 0:746.2".

Radiative correction results for the V(e) x A(q) and A(e) x V(q) current interactions

are given separately in the Table 6 fot-u, d, and s quarks.

The contributions from self-energy, triangle, and box classes of diagrams are shown



Quantity Value Quantity Value

rnu 47 MeY rne 0.5i100 MeV

TTL¿ 47 MeV rnp 105.66 MeV

rns 150 MeV n'L'r 7777.0 MeY

n1c 1.25 GeV Mz 91.1882 GeV

ÌTL6 4.2 GeV Mw 80.419 GeV

1Tù¿ 174.3 GeV Mn 100 GeV

Table 5: standard Model parameters used in this calculation.

for loops which do not involve photons. The self-energy (SE) diagrams give the

dominant contribution to radiative colrections in most of the cases. Triangle and

box diagrams that involve photon loops are shown as a combined r-esult in column 5

because they are separately infrared divergent, In the combined r-esult, the infi-ared

divergence is cancelled by the blemsstrahlung corrections for soft-photon emission'

The corrections show a weak logarithmic dependence on the resolution of the detector,

AE. Using the expression

A,E : E¿ot
- 0.02 GeV,

1* 2(sin ÐW

we have obtained 120

PLE detector, whìch

[41].

MeV. This corresponds roughly

detects all electrons above the

to the parameters of the SAM-

Õerenkov threshold of 20 MeV
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R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o f) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.278 -0.224 0.096 0.114 -0.292

ed -0.278 -0.164 0.022 -0.083 -0.503

es -0.293 -0.198 0.022 -0.081 -0.550

ue -0.059 -0.015 0.027 0.019 -0.028

de -0.025 0.026 0.002 0.004 0.008

se -0.025 0.026 0.002 0.015 0.0i7

Table 6: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents at SAMPLE I and II kinematics

(Ei.u:194 MeV, 0:146'2", LE:120 MeV)'

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.057 -0.005 0.029 -0.252 0.022

Rt -0.210 -0.398 -0.760 -0.608 -0.187

Table 7: Radiative corrections for nucleon culrents at SAMPLE I and II kinematics.

The calculated one-quar-k radiative corrections were combined to form hadronic

vector and axial vector corrections. These are shown in Table 7 for the isoscalar

and isovector representations RTr:o , RTr:t , RT:o , and A[:1. Aiso shown are the

applopriate linear combinations of isoscalar and isovector corrections for the proton

(ffy and Rf¡) and the neutro" (RV and R!).

We point out again that these values are calculated in the CDR scheme, and also
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include a bremsstrahlung contribution. Values calculated in the MS scheme tend to

be smaller [45], however, the tree level amplitudes also differ- between the two schemes

due to the different definitions of sin2 9¡7.

Our theoretical results for the one-quark contributions given in Table 7 need

to be supplemented by the many-quark contributions. These have been evaluated

using chiral perturbation theor-y by Zht et al. [57], who found small, predomi-

nantly isovector, contributions. Their isovector contribution can be parameterized

as Rf,:I: -0.06 +.0.24, while the isoscalar is -R[:0 : -0.01 + 0.14. The quoted un-

certainties are large, and dominate the overall uncertainties in the theoretical analysis,

as described below.

Our error analysis fol the theoretical asymmetry takes into account uncertainties

in the measured electromagnetic folm factors, in the axial contributions Gf;) and

Gf,, and in the radiative corrections. The largest source of uncertainty in the one-

quark radiative corrections is in the soft photon approximation for the bremsstrahiung

contributions. We have allowed for a rather generous error estimate by evaluating

these corrections for AE : 60 MeV, which is half the value used in Table 7.

Our theoretical asymmetry for the above SAMPLE kinematics, including all radia-

tive corr-ections, and adding error-s in quadrature, can be written to show the explicit

dependence on the str-ange form factors:

Aio : (-7.2s + 0.65) + (3.6i +0.07)G"M(0.1) + 7.94G"8Q.r), (138)



Aro : (-s.74 + O.se) + (0.82 t 0.05)Gfu(0.1) + t.46G"E@.r). (13e)

For no strange quark contribution, the measured asymmetries are smaller than the

theoretical ones. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values

lor Ao and A¿ are about the same, whereas the coefficients of the dominant Gf,a term

are considerably different.

In our analysis we have used the recent nucleon electromagnetic form factors

determined by Brash et at. [r3)' At Q' : 0'1 GeV, these nucleon form factors tend to

be smaller than in the Galster parameter-ization, thereby exacerbating the discrepancy

between theoretical and experimental values noted in previous work [41, 54]. The axial

for-m factors are taken to be a simple dipole form, following Refs. [45, 41]'

The contribution from Gfi for these kinematics is expected to be small. For the

range of values of the strange radius r? : L0.22 found in the literature, we expect

GË(0.1) to be in the range T0.10. For comparison, the neutron electric form factor has

the value CkQ.l): 0.036. HAPPEX [4] has measuled the asymmetry '4u at 0 : I2.3

and Q2 : 0.477 . They find the linear combinatio" (GË +0.392G"M) : 0.025 + 0.020 +

0.014, which would seem to favor a positive value of Gþ. A measurement at Q2 :0.I

is underway, and could shed some light on the SAMPLE result.

Because the largest overall uncertainty in the theoretical calculations is from RT:t,

it is useful to follow the analvsis of the SAMPLE papers [41] and isolate this term



explicitly. In this case, we have

,{ th (-5.e3 +0.27)

+ (3.6 i * 0.07) G"M(O. 1 ) + (2.34 + 0.æ) Gx'r:' (0. r ),

Aho : (-7.10+0.40)

+(0.s2 + 0.05)Gfu (0.1) + (2.S3 + 0.04)GzA'r:'(O.t).

(140)

(141)

We have dropped the Gfi terms, and have added (in quadrature) an additional un-

certainty +0.18 to Ao and t0.14 to A¿.The isoscalar terms inGza, shown in Eq. (43)

have been absorbed into the constant ter-m. The axial isovector contlibution is

Gzo,':t ço.t) : - Q + a\:1)c[:1 (o.t¡, (142)

which has the theoretically expected value Gzo'r:t(0.1) : -0.58 +0.27. This includes

the large effect of the one quark axial correction (Æ[:1 : -0.40*0.02), and the highly

uncertain many-quark contlibution (Ãl:1 : -0.06 +0.24) of Ref. [57]. Figure 13

demonstrates the excellent agreement of our calculated GzA'r:I value with an improved

analysis of the SAMPLE deuterium and hydrogen data.

Because the coefficients of GzA'r:t in Eqs. (t4O) and (141) are roughly equal,

changes inGz¿'r:r willshift AoandAaby aboutthesameamount. Thisisconsistent

with the uniform discrepancy between theory and experiment in '4u and l.¿ referred

to above, and so it is useful to try to fit the data in this way. However, there may

be other explanations for such a uniform discrepancy, inclr-rding other physics, or
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systematic errors in the experimental analysis of the kind determined by Spayde [54].

Hence we regard this as simply a device for characterizing the data, and indicating

possible directions for explanation.

Solving the pair of equations (140) and (141) for G"* ulnd' Gz¡'r:l, and using the

measured asyrnmetries from Eqs. (47) and (48), we find

G'*(Q': o'1)

Gzo'r:t(Q' : o.r)

0.16 + 0.50,

-0.11 + 0.49.

(i43)

(144)

Combining the errors in the extracted value of Gz¡ and the theoretical value quoted

above, the difference is about 1 o.

There is some uncertainty about how to extrapolat. G"*(Q': 0.1) to I'Ls:

G'r(Q': 0). A simple dipole form consistent with the proton and neutron magnetic

electromagnetic form factors would give ¡;" :0.27 + 0.65. Using the extrapolation

model proposed by Hemmeú et aL. [25], one instead finds a value of the strange

magnetic moment lrs : 0.04 + 0.50 + 0.07. Here, the iast value of the error was

introduced in the extrapolation. A negative value of pl" is consistent with expectations

from a number of theoretical models [31, 15, 37,34| In particular, Lecent lattice QCD

calculations fi.nd Fs : -0.16 + 0.18 [37] and þs : -0.28 + 0.10 [3a]. By contrast, a

recent SU(3) chiral quark-soliton model gives ¡,re :0.074 to 0.115 [53].



R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o t) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.2852 -0.2228 0.0956 0.7126 -0.2998

ed -0.2852 -0.1602 0.0217 -0.0925 0.5162

es -0.2990 -0.1984 0.0276 -0.0886 0.5644

ue -0.0604 -0.0i46 0.0269 0.0130 -0.0351

de -0.0249 0.0255 0.0024 -0.0010 0.0021

se -0.0256 0.0255 0.0024 0.0094 0.0117

Table 8: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents at SAMPLE III kinematics

(Er"o : 120 MeV, 0 :746.2", LE :77 MeV)'

4.L.2 SAMPLE III

We have lepeated the above analysis fol the SAMPLE III, which measured the pality-

violating asymmetry in electron scattering on deuterium with lower beam energy of

125 MeV [30], yielaing Q2 - 0.038 GeV2. Using the same table structure as in the

pr-evious section, we give the radiative corrections for the V(e) x A(q) and ,4.(e) xV (q)

current interactions in the Table 8 for z, d,, and s quarks separately, and the isoscalar

and isovector representations RTr:o, RTr:t, RT:o, and Rf,:r in Table 9.

Differences with the SAMPLE I and II results are mainly due to the bremsstrahlung

corrections. This experiment is currently being analyzed. We find



T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.053 -0.012 0.024 -0.27r 0.017

Re -0.216 -0.408 -0.781 -0.624 -0.792

Table 9: Radiative corrections for nucleon currents at SAMPLE III kinematìcs.

,ry : e2.r3+0.08)

+ (1.07 + 0.02) G"M(0. 043) + (1. 06 + 0.0Ð GzA'':' ç0.0+3¡'

Ah" : e2.62+0.13)

+ (0 .26 + 0.02) G'M(O. 043 ) + ( 1. 35 + 0.0Ð GzA'":t 10, 043¡'

(145)

(146)

with the theoretically expected value GX'r:r(0.043) : -0.62 + 0.28. The overall

as¡'rnmetries are smaller, and the unceltainties enter somewhat differently than in

the SAMPLE I and II kinematics. This should help in determining the lole of Gz¡'r:l

in the asymmetries.

4.L.3 HAPPEX I

The HAPPEX experiment [7,4] used Eebct,on :3.2 GeV and Øebctron : !2.3" yielding

Q' = 0.477 GeV2. Radiative corrections, corresponding to these kinematics are given

in Tables 10 and 11.

As one can see comparing radiative corrections calculated for SAMPLE III and
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R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o ry) Box (tto ^t) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.2970 -0.2210 0.0958 0.7434 -0.2788

ed -0.2970 -0.1544 0.0219 -0.0205 -0.4500

es -0.3040 -0.1985 0.0216 -0.0231 -0.5040

ue -0.0625 -0.0747 0.0270 0.0683 0.0181

de -0.0255 0.0255 0.0024 0.0475 0.0499

8e -0.0259 0.0255 0.0024 0.0520 0.0540

Tabte 10: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents at HAPPEX I kinematìcs

(Er"u : 3.2 GeV, 0 : I2.3, AE :2.95 GeV)'

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0937 0.0383 0.066 -0.1837 0.0629

Rt -0.17i5 -0.3650 -0.675 -0.5360 -0.1930

Table 11: Radiative corrections for nucleon currents at HAPPEX I kinematics.
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HAPPEX I, for example, changing kinematics (the momentum transfer goes from

Q' = 0.038 GeV2 to Q' - 0.477 GeV2 in this case) substantially changes the radiative

corrections. The difference is especiaily noticeable for the corrections of Ry type

(compare the first lines of Tables 9 and 11), whele R, r:r even changes the sign.

4.I.4 HAPPEX II

The HAPPEX iI experiment will measure the PV asymmetry in the elastic scat-

tering ol 3.2 GeV electrons from a liquid hydrogen target at a scattering angle of

Øekctron:6o, corresponding to an average Q'= 0.1 GeV2 [33]. Such a small change

in input parameters comparing to HAPPEX I does not affect the radiative corrections

significantly. The values listed in Tables 72 and 13 are not very different from those

in Tables 10 and 11.

4.L.5 G0

The Jefferson Lab G0 experiment has a potential to provide the most complete set

of observables by measuring backwar-d asymmetries for both proton and deutelon

as well as forward proton asymmetlies. The experiment will be carried out in three

stages, which we for convenience call here (u), (b), and (c). In the first stage of the G0

experiment, forward angle asymmetlies are measured by detecting the recoil protons

from elastic scatter-ing. For this "forward mode", the beam energy is 3.2 GeV and



R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("" l) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.3070 -0.2790 0.0958 0.1352 -0.2950

ed -0.3070 -0.1490 0.0276 -0.0270 -0.4674

CS -0.3100 -0.1990 0.0274 -0.0300 -0.5176

ue -0.0642 -0.0150 0.0270 0.0605 0.0083

de -0.0260 0.0254 0.0024 0.0411 0.0429

se -0.0262 0.0255 0.0024 0.0443 0.0460

Table 12: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents at HAPPEX II kinematics

(Er.u : 3.2 GeV, 0 :6, AE :3.12 GeV).

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Ry 0.0905 0.0302 0.059 -0.2110 0.0570

Rt -0.1670 -0.3770 -0.684 -0.5447 -0.2176

Table 13: Radiative corrections for nucleon currents at HAPPEX II kinematics.
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R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o Z) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.2720 -0.2250 0.0957 0.1253 -0.2760

ed -0.2720 -0.1670 0.0276 -0.0706 -0.4880

es -0.2860 -0.1980 0.0216 -0.0676 -0.5300

ue -0.0579 -0.0145 0.0269 0.0335 -0.0120

de -0.0242 0.0256 0.0024 0.0132 0.0i70

se -0.0250 0.0256 0.0024 0.0232 0.0262

Table 14: Radiative corrections for one-quark curlents at G0 (a) kinematics (81"6 :

424 MeY, 0 : I70", LE : 244 MeY).

Q2 covers the entire range of 0.1 to 1 GeV2. The scattered protons are detected at

Øproton :70" + 10".

The "backward mode" uses the same beam energ'y and scattering angles for both

proton and deuteron. The scattered electrons are detected at Ou¿."¿rr,, - 110o. In the

present thesis, only the results for'110'scattering angle are demonstrated. Tables 14

and 15 give the radiative corrections for the V(e) x A(q) and A(e) x I/(q) current

interactions for individual quark contlibutions, and the isoscalar and isovector repre-

sentations, correspondingly, calculated lor n[!)*:424 MeV. Tables !6,17, and 18,

19, give the values obtained fo, E[b")"* : 576 MeV and E[:"L* : 799 MeV.



T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0570 0.0064 0.0255 -0.i960 0.0288

Re -0.2721 -0.3820 -0.742 -0.5940 -0.7697

Table 15: Radiative corrections for nucleon culrents at G0 (a) kinematics.

R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o l) Box (no 7) VetrexfBox (with 7) Total

eu -0.2670 -0.2260 0.0957 0.1253 -0.2720

ed -0.2670 -0.1690 0.0216 -0.0666 -0.4810

es -0.2820 -0.1980 0.0216 -0.0626 -0.5210

ue -0.0571 -0.0744 0.0269 0.0353 -0.0093

de -0.0240 0.0256 0.0024 0.0151 0.0191

se -0.0247 0.0256 0.0024 0.0250 0.0283

Table 16: Radiative corrections fol one-quark cuLlents at G0 (b) kinematics (Erou :

576 MeV, 0 : 1I0", LE :296 MeV).

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0580 0.0087 0.0296 -0.i890 0.0306

R¡ -0.2090 -0.3770 -0.7300 -0.5860 -0.1680

Table 17: Radiative cor::ections for nucleon currents at G0 (b) kinematics.
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R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o Z) Box (no 7) VetrexfBox (with 7) Total

eu -0.2622 -0.2270 0.0957 0.1239 -0.2696

ed -0.2622 -0.1710 0.0217 -0.0635 -0.4750

es -0.2770 -0.1980 0.0216 -0.0596 -0.5130

ue -0.0562 -0.0144 0.0269 0.0364 -0.0073

de -0.0237 0.0256 0.0024 0.0161 0.0204

se -0.0245 0.0256 0.0024 0.0263 0.0298

Table 18: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents at G0 (c) kinematics (.Ðr.u :

799 MeV, 0:7I0", A,E:353 MeV).

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0585 0.0102 0.0323 -0.1670 0.0317

Rt -0.2050 -0.3720 -0.7184 -0.5780 -0.1670

Table 19: Radiative corrections for-nucleon currents at G0 (c) kinematics.
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R!r/o Self Energy Vertex ("o ry) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.2891 -0.2220 0.0957 0.1378 -0.2776

ed -0.2891 -0.1580 0.0276 -0.0475 -0.4730

es -0.2989 -0.1980 0.0276 -0.0467 -0.5220

ue -0.0611 -0.0146 0.0269 0.0528 0.0040

de -0.0251 0.0255 0.0024 0.0310 0.0338

SE -0.0261 0.0255 0.0024 0.0385 0.0403

Table 20: Radiative corrections for one-quar-k currents at A4 (a) kinematics (81'5 :

854.3 MeV, 0 : 35 , LE :713 MeV).

4.t.6 A4

As well as G0, the parity-violation A4 experiment at Mainz [38] will measure both

forward and backward asl'rnmetries, but for the proton only. Up to the moment, the

measurements are done at 854.3 MeV and 570 MeV electron beam energ"y) which lead

to momentum transfers of 0.23 GeV2 and 0.1 GeV2. The detector covers an angular

range from 30' to 40'. We call the stage of the experiment using E[:)"-,: 570 MeV

"A4 (a)", and the stage using E[?"^:799 MeV as "44 (b)", for convenience. For

the scattering angle, we chose to input 0 : 35. The resulting radiative corrections

are given in Tables 20,2I, and 22,23.



T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0748 0.0228 0.0505 -0.i850 0.0459

Re -0.1952 -0.3752 -0.7174 -0.5700 -0.1800

Table 21: Radiative corrections for nucleon currents ai 
^4 

(a) kinematics.

R{/o Self Energy Vertex ("o ry) Box (no 7) Vetrex*Box (with 7) Total

eu -0.2935 -0.2210 0.0957 0.1348 -0.2840

ed -0.2935 -0.1560 0.0216 -0.0561 -0.4840

es -0.3020 -0.1980 0.0216 -0.0556 -0.5340

ue -0.0619 -0.0747 0.0269 0.0468 0.0029

de -0.0253 0.0255 0.0024 0.0252 0.0278

se -0.0258 0.0255 0.0024 0.0322 0.0344

Table 22: F¡adiative corrections for one-quar-k currents at A4 (b) kinematics (.Ð¡"u :

570 MeV, 0 :35", A,E :494 MeV).

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Ry 0.0700 0.0166 0.0426 -0.7974 0.0403

Rt -0.1995 -0.3840 -0.7340 -0.5833 -0.1843

Table 23: Radiative corrections for nucleon currents al L4 (b) kinematics.
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DJJtLv A Self Energy Vertex ("" f) Box (no 7) VetrexfBox (with 7) Total

eu -0.3073 -0.2186 0.0957 0.131 2 -0.2990

ed -0.3073 -0.1488 0.0216 -0.0465 -0.4810

es -0.3103 -0.1985 0.0219 -0.0478 -0.5347

ue -0.0644 -0.0149 0.0270 0.0492 -0.003i

de -0.0261 0.0254 0.0024 0.0294 0.0311

se -0.0262 0.0255 0.0024 0.0340 0.0357

Table 24: Radiative corrections for one-quark currents al Q-uox kinematics (El^¡ :

1.165 GeV, 0 :9", A,E :7.727 GeV).

T:0 T:1 isosinglet p n

Rv 0.0780 0.0186 0.0457 -0.2194 0.0450

Rt -0.1823 -0.3900 -0.7767 -0.5723 -0.2077

Table 25: Radiative corrections for nucleon cutrents at Q,-"ox kinematics.

4.L.7 Q-.or

The Q.,"o¡ experiment will measure the parity violating asymmetry in elastic electron-

proton scattering at Q2 : 0.028 GeV2 and E6"o : 1.165 GeV wìth the electrons

collimated to 0u:9" +.2". We list radiative corrections calculated for these kinematics

in Tables 24 and 25.
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4.2 Analytical Results

To calculate the radiative corrections at given momentum transfer and conserve gauge

invariance, one needs to consider a full set of one-loop Feynman diagrams, which can

include up to several hundred of diagrams, depending on the particular scattering

process. For electron-proton scattering, a full set contains a total of 446 one-loop

graphs. The previous section, "Numericaì Results", Iists radiative corrections ob-

tained by evaluating the full set of diagrams for each of the eight expeliments. AII

of these graphs can be calculated only numerically, of course. New methods and

a software package were developed to accomplish this task. However, this software

package is not a single usel-friendly routine, and it does not work on the "black box"

principle, where one would just put the kinematic parameters in and get the radia-

tive corrections out. It takes consider-able time and skill to go though all of the steps

descr-ibed in Section 3.2. A faster and simpler method would be a great benefit for

use by the growing experimental community.

To address this problem, using the numerical analysis, we singled out the dia-

grams giving the dominant contributions. Then, we derived analytical momentum-

dependent expressions just for these diagrams. As a result, by substituting their own

kinematical parameters into these expressions, experimentalists can obtain the appli-

cable radiative corrections very easily and in a very good approximation. Depending

on the precision lequirements of a given experiment, this analytical estimate may or
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may not have to be followed by exact numerical evaluations.

4.2.L {t - Z} boxes

Let us begin from the general form of parity violating amplitude for a box diagram.

Figure 74: {1 - Z} box

Although it is imperative to consider the set of all possible topological combi-

nations for {7 - Z} boxes, in the following example we will show only the {1 - Z}

box fiom Fig.(ia). The final amplitude will be given for the complete set of {l - Z}

boxes. Using Feynman rules derived from the Weinberg-Salam model, for Fig.(f+) we

e

Pt

Pz

q

can write:

ioL r
Mt-z : Tñ I dnq. u(h,m") f (oït-- + sîz@+) (r47)

kr+kr-pz-e

Pz*Q-kz

Pz*Q
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m.* þtI þr- ,4- þ,
(Å¿ikz-Q-pr)'-*Z

'{ (oT'-- + s";'@*)u@r,m")'ú(kr,*n)'t" (sT"-- + so;z-+)

f (oT' - - + s';"Y @ *) u @', *r) V ffi '

where Ot;;\-t,''t are the coupling constants. In Chapter 2, we have the coupling

constants defi.ned according to Eq. (91) This is the form most usually found in

North Amelican literature. We show this for illustrative purposes only; in practice, it

is mor-e convenient to absorb fheTlcos7larsin?'ny term, found in every term of every

amplitude (see Eq. (9a), for example), into the coupling constants:

gr"

gA

r s{,
cos 0v, sín7w'

. gîA

(148)

and right-handed compo-

(14e)

cos 0y, sinîry'

In addition, in some cases we split gf anð, grA into left-

nents, defrned by

f-z9V:
f-z f-zgL +gR

f-z
gÀ

f-z f-zgL - gR:
2

performed by using the tensor
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Integration can be decomposition approach (see



Eq. (i10)). The results are expressed as a combination of tensor coefficient functions

multiplied by various form factors. Tensor coefficient functions can be reduced into

a set of scalar integrals with the help of the tensor reduction algorithms. There

is no need to provide details on the tensor reduction approach hele because tensor

coeffi,cient functions have been computed numelically in the first place. We can leave

tensor coefficient functions unevaluated in our analysis.

Befor-e going into explicit details of the PV amplitude for b - Zj boxes, let us

adopt a new) shortened notation for four and three point tensor coefficient functions:

co¡ (7,*?,*?,ml,m?u,ml) : ci (*?,,^l) , (i50)

Do, (*Z,s,m?n,7,*2,^2,^?,,m!,ml,ml) : nf;' (*',,*3) ,

Do, (*2,7,m],u,^2,*?,*3,^?,,m?0,*?n) : ni;" (*i,ml) .

Taking only the PV vector axial part of the amplitude (I47), we obtain:

o

Mlio" : )0"-rso-r(ØT" +s"-o')ØT' - s;")l@!+ml- S¡Df'r10,mzr¡

(zm! + ml - s)(ri'?(o ,*'r) -r zDl{ (0,*'")) -r zmlnf¡'Q,m2z) t

@3 + z*Z - s) (rt'? (0, 
^'") * 2 Dl{ Q, *7")) + zminf{ g, m2z) *

r04



z(m?. + *] - s)(rf'?(o, *'r) t 2Dî{ (0,*'"))l +

+z (+s7" gT" + sît sT" - gTt sn;" - asï " so;t)'ff

zgît gT t - zgît goo 
t -

@3 S)) (n"1ru") (un1u15u) ,

axial vector part

{n"-, nn-, ((sTt - gi")(sT' + go;")l@Z + ml - s)Dl'r (0,rn2z)

(zm!+ml- s)(rf'?(o, ^'") *znf{10,*'r)) +zmlnfi'Q,*'r) *

@2+2^?- s¡1lf''10, ^'") +znf{ç0,*'")) *zm?rnf{Q,*'r) t

(i 51)

(0,^'r) +

(znî" nT' * 3sï'sno ") ,ftr Q,^")

+*?-

and for the

MTrt :

z(m?. + m'o - s)(Df'?(o, *'r) t znf{ ç0,*'"))) +

- sît sTt + gî" so;"
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- +gît sn;")+z (+s7" tn;t

(152)

tf¿" (0, ^'r) *



(tnî t 
nT " - zs"o " sT" + zsî " so; " - 3gî' gn;'),y (0,*")'

'@3 + m?, - S)) (ú.trtru") (a¡run) .

Note that V A and AV ampl\tudes differ only by coefficients with combinations of

left and right handed couplings. If all {7 - Z} boxes are to be presented, the latter

notation for couplings will make the final amplitude cumbersome. In this case, instead

of left and right handed couplings between fermions and vector bosons, we shall use

the couplings between the fermion's vector and axial vector currents to the vector

boson, defined by Eq. (i49).

The following properties of the many-point tensor coefifi.cients also help to simplify

the amplitude:

cl(*'",0) : cl(0,^?r), (153)

Dt{rr,r,rr(0,m2r) : g,

DTllr,,,r,rr(m22, o) : DTà\,rr(0, m2r¡ : g,
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,lb%,r,r, (0, m'z) : D[,fl ,r,rr1m2r, 07 .

Now, the fi.nal amplitude for {7 - Z} boxes can be expressed as the following sum of

vector-axial and axial-vector terms:

(1) vector-axial part:

MT-o' : -{n"-t nø--t çnyz sîr[-Bcl (^r",0) + a@! + *?- s)rf,'( m"2,0)-

t zm!D[,u (^'",0) - q(*? - T - u)@l'r (m'r,o) t nf{ çm2",0¡¡-

2(2m! + ^3 - s - DDT'' (0,^'") +mlQnfir (*'r,o) + nl¡u (0,^'rD-

z(*Z - r - u)(Dl'' @, *2à t zDl{ ?nL,o)) -

z(*Z-zml-r- u)Dl'r (m'",0) - z(am?. + *3 - ^g - r)nl'u (m'",0)+

zm?rnf{ @'r,o)) - +(m!+*Z-r- u)(D*r On2z,o) + nf{ (mzr, o))l+

(154)

aØgT" sî" + zsl;" gT")nl{ (*'r,0) + rz(gT" gï" + sT" gT")nTåu (0,*'")r
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z((*Z + *? - s)sl;" gT" - Q^2 + zml+ .s - ar - au)sT'sir")nf{ çm2",0¡+

(@2 + m] - s)gl; " sT 
z + (5m! + *? - s)sT' s'¡1 nT¿" (0,m2r)+

((^? - z^3 - s)sT" gî" + (*? + *3 - s)gT" gTz¡n[¿u (rnzr,o)+

z((*Z + *? - s)sT " gT' - Qm! + T^? - 3s - a:r)sT " gT")n['u çm2",0¡+

2(gT'sí;t + sT'sTt)@Z + ml - s¡nTå'(*'",0)) (n"1ru") (uou15uo)

(2) and axial-vector part:

MTr" : -{n"-tnø-tçn7z gT"[-scl (*r",0) + a@!+ *? - S!Df,'ç*rr,07-

sm!n['u (m'r,o) t z(zm?" + *Z - s¡çnl'' 1^'r,0) + znf{ ç*'",0¡¡+

z(am! + *? - s) nf'r (m'",0) - z(^? - s - r7 ni'' (0,^'")-

+m!enl{ (*?",0) + nliu (0,*"")) - +(m! + zm?n - s).
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.(Dî'' (0,rn2à * nî{ (*'r,0)) - z@mZ + *Z - ,s - rlnl'" ç*'",0)t

amlnl{ @'r,0)) + +(m?. + 
^Z - s)(Dl'' (*'r,0) + nf{ @2t, 0))l+

(155)

aØsl;" gT" + zsT'gî')nft{ @'",0) * 12(gT'gî" + sTt gT")n|òu (0,^'r)+

z(m! + ml - s)(sT" sï' + sgT t sT' ) nf{ @'r,o)t

((*? + mi - s)sn;" sïz + (sm! + ml - s)sT" sT')nTiu (0,*'r)+

(@Z - J^?n - S)sl;" g';z + (m! + - S)sT" sí;")nT¿" (m2",0)+

z((*2 + *? - S)sn;'sî" - (em! + zml - zS - ar)gT" g"o z¡D['u 
çm'r,o¡+

ml

2(sT" sî" + sl;'g"o 1@Z + *? - s\n[¿" ç^'",0)) . (u"'yr1ru") (uotruo)
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4.2.2 {Z - Z} boxes

Now let us continue with {Z - Z} boxes. Here r,ve have only tr,vo diagrams which

ail together give the following result after taking into account the properties of four

point tensor coefficients.

Vector-axial part:

ulÁ" : { rnnT " gT' ((sT 1' + (gî " )')cî (*'", ^'") -

2(5sT" gTt (ØT")' + (sî")') + 3sT'g"-u '(sTt)' + ØT")'))Dl{ (*",^'")-

/- \ /- \. \u"'ypu") \uq'Yp'Ysuq) ;

axial-vector part:

¡rt'oi" : {{nn"^ " gî" ((sT")' + (sl, ")')cl (*'",*'")-

2(5s'-o'g'r" (ØT")' + ØT1\ + 3sT" sT" (Ø"-o ')' + (sî")'))nt{ @'",*'")-
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/- \ /- \' \u¿JpJsue) luq"lpus)

4.2.3 {W*} boxes

In the case of {W*} boxes, mixing of three generations of quarks demands the use of

CKM matrices. We start with the un-evaluated amplitude for {" - qio} scattering,

where ü' 1" "up" type quark:

.4.i. [ ¿nq.ú(k,,m")t,sT*--,(': !'- l- ør^

76tra /_rJ 
* a * \tur) t'þeJ J vL *- 

(r, I kz _ q _ pz)2

.'y" gî---u (h,mu) 'û (fr,*n-,)'y"gT^'--(Jo¡ '

( 15s)

. .mqî"-*"! '4* -þz lp gT* - -Ui, u (nz , *nï,)
(q+pr)'-m2oo.-*

9"þ Çpa

q2 - m?, (q * p, - ttr)' - mla'

Here IJ¿¡ are CKM matrix elements, where we have used. the factorization approxima-

tion in order to preserve unitarity of the CKM matrix. For simplicity we will adopt

the following notation:

no, (^?, s,mf,-o,T,mþo,^2,^?t,0,mf,o"-^,^'r) = Dfi' (0,^Zî.--)' (159)
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Explicit integration leads to equal coefficients for axial-vector and vector-axial parts:

3

¡øV;<Yr> : 4o'si* gT"'f,Vo,l' @2 * m2n o - s)Di{ (o,^Zf*) ' (160)
j:7

3

uY;<Yrt : 4*'si* sT* f poil' @?. + 
^%'- - 's)'f¿' (',*?r-^) ' (161)

f- \ /- \
' \u"^l p'Ysu" ) \uq'Y puq ) .

As for the {e - q!"-"} scattering amplitude, we have:

9uß 9po

(q-kj-rn'zwffi

¡rtY;Y : #Ðl o^n.û(k,,m")^tpsT*--# G62)

.-'{" gïw - -u (pr, *") . ú (k2, moo"-.) f sT* - -Ui¡

. *q'* þ! ,('- 4¡' f sT---tJ¿¡u(nr,mno"-^)
(q + p, - kr)' - *Zr, ' "' 'J
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to, (r,m?no"-.,rnloo-n,m?r, *'-, *?r) : Ci (^?r, *Uür), (163)

no, (^?,7, mlo"**,(J, *2, mf,o"--,O,m?v, *Z*, *?;r) : rî'" (0, ^U,),

we have

MV;rY..,¡ : *'sï* gT'fv,,l' eci (*'*,^?r) * (164)

z(m! + mf,o"-* - ÐDî¿" (0,^'f,)) ' (u"^yru.) (úntrtruo)

3

MY;'Y,.,¡ : o'si*sT* T;lu,,l'eci (*'*,^'ú,) *
j:7

Using the following notations,

J(m! + m2oo.-- - s)DT¿" (o,*uf,)) . (u..yr"yru.) (úoirun) .

Many-point tensor coefficients finally can be reduced into a combination of scalar

integrals {Ao, Bo, C6 and Do} by using the tensor reduction algorithm.

4.2.4 Self-Energyz {Z - Z} Graphs

Self-Energy: fermions in the loop. It is convenient to split self-energ'y graphs,

as in Fig.(15), into two sets, so that fermions and bosons in the loop can be considered
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k1

Y,Z Pr-kz

q kz-Pz-Q

kr-P,z,y

Pz*Q

Figure 15: Self-Energy (in the loop, fermions only)

separately. Let us start from the self-enelgy {Z - Z} graph with only fermions in

the loop:

MZ_Z - I6ra
+ sïzØ+)u(h,m").

k2

'iea i*t I o^n.ú(k,,m.).t' (oî"--

ú(kr,mn)^yP (nT" -7\,ø- I gn;'@+) u(pz,mq)

(165 )

T'tW,t" (ort-"-- + srå-"-*).

m¡u* ftz- ,4- þz n,Þ (nft-z-
^ r2 ,l\yL w-
\rc2-Q-Pz) -n'17

f¿-z- \t 9"þ 9Pon w + )J @;: k# - n, &;-n*t eR **)t 
(r, - kr)' - ffirz @r- pr)' - ffi22

The summation goes ovel all possible felmion pairs in the loop with lff standing

for the number of colors the fermion f¿ can have; gr;,o' it th" coupling constant
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between f¿ and the Z boson. The amplitude above is divergent, so appropriate

counter terms should be added according to the renormalization procedure described

previously. This will be done after the amplitudes have been expressed in terms of

many-coefficient functions. LJsing the dimensional reduction scheme to regularize UY

divergences, we arrive at the following un-renormalized amplitude:

(166 )

(Ao(^'¡) - 2Boo(7,*?ru,^") +T . B1(7,*'rn,*'¡)))

. 
\u 

""y 
pu. ) \u q"y p'lsu q )

We have used Ec1.(149) to simplify the above expression. As for the axial vector part,

we have

MlÁ1tr",,-i*,): i g 
-"*---lTyo'gî" 

sno " i*8 fz (srÅ-")' ^', BoçT,mz¡ ,m2¡o)t

M'oi'<,*,.0-,r: ïe!æo'gT'gT" i*8 çz (otÅ-")' m2, Bo(7,*', ,*'¡)t

({n';-")' + (o{;-')')

({n';-')' + (o{;-')')
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Self-Energy: bosons in the loop. As the second step for {Z - Z} diagrams, we

incÌude vector, scalar and unitary bosons in the loop (Fig.(f 6)):

eeee
,l ^ <z ^ <z'$-ì * uI ^'i u- ,ï, , 

-, 
,,zy' zS u zg u

_l_

e

-;-fr.-Gr, ¡Wz\" u

qq

Figure 16: Self-energy (vector, scalar and unitary bosons in the loop)

Here G¡, G are scalar gauge fixing fields with masses of the bosons rms and rng

respectively. The unitary ghost fields za with mass myr have been introduced to

cancel unphysical effects from the gauge fixing part. Because vector-vector, vector-

scalar and vector-unitary couplings do not have axial and vector palts, it is more

convenient to give finaL results with these couplings expanded. For the vector-axial

e

'G
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part of the amplitude, we have

MlÀ(,"""^):
, e-Z O-L

ß#E#hle @*?* + 2or) cf' + z*l"l' 
"?' )

Bo(7,*'*,^?r) - B"u. (48o0(7,^?*,*?r) +T . Br(T,m?-,m?*))+

(168)

cÇ (Ao(m2r) + Aoçmz") + 2(ocfu - 2 t'. c?* + sfr) h(^z*)) + am2* Bo(7,*'r,^'r)l

\/-\. lu 
"^l 

puu ) lu s^l p^lsu q )

and for the axial-vector part

t
ù.-

€%rlero^?* +2or),6w +8m?* sl,c?-)'M"'+l?o'*^l:
16 s2* cf"

Bo(7,*?*,^?*) - 8"1, (4800(7,*'*,^?*) +T ' Br(T,m?*,m?.))+

s2*To shorten the expressions, notations

cos2-, respectively.

. (uu"yr'yuu") (unluuò .

and c?. are used instead of sinfu and
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Counterterms. The counterterm for the {Z - Z} graph is defrned through mass

and fi.eld renormalization constants of the Z boson. The structure of the counter-terms

has been derived from the electro-weak Lagrangian after leplacing bare parameters

of the Lagrangian with physical ones and corresponding renormalization constants.

Thus, for the {Z - Z} self-energy graph, we have

6Mz-z : -'ie2ú(trr,m.){ (sî"-- t gî"-+) 
"(pt,m.)'

û (t r,mn)'yr (øT" - - + gnR 
z ø+) u (pz, ^¿ ø;# _ *Z

(170)

--:+ -, 
(-i6z22 (p, - kr)*(kz - pz)B + i(6zzz 'rnL + 6m2r)sop+

lÇz-Pz) -rnh

Index contraction leads to the following results fol the vector-axial part

6lrtlÀ" : -**ffi(6mL + 6222(m2s - T)) ' (u.jruu) @q'yt"'ysuq), (171)

and the axial-vector part

6M1ol" : -*n$1s1:-(6m2, + 6zs2(m27- ?)) .(u""yr'yru") (r,ntruò - (rlz)
\t - rrLz )"
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Field and mass renormalization constants are determined from on-shell renormaliza-

tion conditions:

:0,

f,n"1f,,"(n,:*'ò): o.

o" [i ,, (ø, - *,òf (173)

(r74)

(176)

Here, Ð represents the renormalized truncated self-energy graph, which is equal to

>,", (n') :D;r(n') - 6m2, + 62""(q' - *'"), (r75)

where It (q') is the unrenormalized transverse part of the self-energy graph.

As one cân see, Eq.(173) defines the renormalization constant for the Z mass as

6m2, : R"lÐ:" (n, : *r,)] ,

and for Z freld renormalization we have used Eq.(174):

fio"lf, ," (r' : ^'òl: #o"lÐ;" (n' : *'")] * 6 22" : s (177)

Applying the above renormalizatìon conditions, we have the following renormalization

constants for the self-energy graphs:

fermi,ons i,n the loop: (aII couplings between fermions and the Z boson have been

expanded)

^ o A À . t '6m2r: 
^=+--j-Ae[((a 

sl, - +s2* + 1)Ð(-3 Ao(m!,)+
L+tt õ9y c1y i:l
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6&ss(m22,*?,,^?,) - 3*'" Br(*'",*?,,^?,)) + (8 sl, - tzs2- + 9).

Ðl- As(mf,o"-^) + 2&ss(rnl,rn?noo-n,m2no.-^) - ^'" 
Bl(*'",mf,o"-*,mf,o"-.))l

i:7

Q2 sf, - 24s2-+ o¡ f 1-a o@?iù * 2Bss(m2s,*?,iï,,*?oiù-
i,:7

I

^T 
Br(m2r, m?¿;o, *f;rù) - 3 t 1vå

i:t
m2, Bs(m2r,m2¡n,m2¡o) * 18 Bss(m'",0,0)-

oml 811m2",0,0))]

(178)

and

3rr7 a 
Ëe[((B sly - +s2- + 1)Ð(3 Br(^'",*?u,*?u)-uLZz - ,4"H4rr'úL\\Q Ðw - +Ðw -r 

i:r

6 DlB6(m?",*?,,*?,)l * 3m2" DlBl(m2",^?,,^?,)l) + (8 s!' - tZs2* + 9).

D,(Pr(m2s, m2no.-*, mf,o"-.) - 2DlBoo(m/ , mf,o"-* , mlo"*.)l+
i:7

3

+ (32 sfi - z4s2* + g) I(gt (m2s,m]-o,*Z:ù-
i':l

(r7e)

*', D I B, (^'r, rrllo o- *, m?oo"- -)])
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z D IB so (rn'", *?ni o, *fu ,)) r m2z D lB, (m2s, mþo, *þ,))) +

I
BÐN} rn] n¡noçrn2",*'ru,*'¡)J * 9 B7(m2",0,0) - 18 DlBss(m2r,0,0)]+

i,:I

gm2" DlBrçrn!,0,0¡)7]

Here ml., 
^'úo 

and mf,o"-. are masses of massive leptons, "tp", and "down" types of

the quarks, respectively, and D IB o¡ (nf", *1, *2\ = & B n¡ (q', *?,, m|)l q, :,-?.

If only the bosons âppear in the loops, the above renormalization constants have

the structure:

bosons i,n the loops:

6m2" : TGä*R4?@*?* + zlnL2z)cl + sm2. tT, 
"'*)Bo(*L,mlr,m?*)+

+aml, Bo(^",*'u,*'") + (-36 
"6- 

+ St'* cfl, - +sf" c?fiAooçm'",*?*,*?.)-

(180)

+cl, B*(m'", rrl'r¡ , *'") - 8m2" cl, Br(^'r, *?* , *?-) + cl, (Ar(m') + 'ao?n'r))
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2(9cf, - 2t?, c?* + tTà r?* Ao(^?.)l

and

çrz a
62zz : 

4r ,ilH&e[((zm?* + 5n'12àc6w - 2^?* tîr r?,)D[Bs(rn2r,m?w,*?*)]-

mfu n¡aoç*'r,*', ,*'r)l + (9 c6. - 2t'* cf, + sf, cfu)nfnoo(*rr,^?r,rn?*)l+

(18i )

cfu nfaooç^'2,,rrt2¡¡,*?")] + zm2" c6-n[Br(*r",*r.,*rùl + ,u* (5Bs(m?2,m2-,m2*)+

281(m2",^?*,*?*)l

4.2.6 Self-Energy. {Z - 7} Graphs

As always, we start from the integral form of the amplitude, which in the {Z - ù

mixing diagram case is constructed as

;-4 I
Mt-z : -ffiÐ¡v8 I o^n' @(t r,m") ^t' s'-1 u(p',*.)'

û(kr,mn)-yp (sTt-- + sn.z-+)u(pz,*r) Trlffit" (or;-t-- + srå.-'-+)-

r22

(182)



+ g"-R 
zæ+)

+ stå-'-*)l
Pz

Ml,À21¡.,^^n7 : tr:#i w nrt-t sr¡- 
z

Ao(m'¡) - zBoo(T,m2, ,m2rr)l

+T . BíT,^', ,m2¡o)

o

D,vt st'
;-1

-ry f,-Z'9ü

As(m2¡) - 2Boo(7,m2, ,rn2r)*

(1

mrrl þr- ,4- þ,
uo nlrt I +n (nr,m")'Y" (oT"- - u(P1,m")/r r2 ,

\tçz-Q-Pz) -n'17

ú (lrr,*n) -t, sq-1 u (pr,^ò Trlffi,ra n\t-t.

9"þ Çpo)l
- kr)' - ffi22 (k, - pr)'

(183)

For fermions only in the loops,

84

/_ \/- \. \u.'Y pu" ) \us'Y p'Ysuq )

and

ozno-t g*z
MTrtU.r^.0.^)

T (T - m2t)

Again, we consider fermions and bosons separately.

the evaluation gives

723

+T ' B{7,^'ru,*}u)

(185)



\/-\. 
\uu^l p'lsu" ) luq^l puq ) .

Here, we are sr:mming over all possible fermions in the loop except for neutrinos

(neutrinos do not couple to photons). When only vector, scalar and unitary bosons

appear in the loop, the vector--axial part of the {l - Z} mixing amplitude is given by

MTåu'"'^, : # *ffiKsT " + 6 sl' z 
c?w) As(m'zw)+

(186)

sTt(2*?, +5clrT)Bo(7,*?*,^?*) + 2((5 
"?. - t?") Boo(T,m?.,rnlr)+

"?*r 
. Br(7,^?.,^?-)))). @"-ypu") (uolr^trun) ,

and the axial-vector part is given by:

2 g'-A z (2m'* + s "?rn 
Bo(T,m?*,m?.)+

kT" + gîz)c¡,¡ - (ztgît + g", ") c?* + +g'-A 
z sfu¡ nooçr,m?¡,,n'r?-)-

4gT" 
"?- 

r . Br(7,*?*,^?*)1.(u."yr"yru.) (unlrun)

(187)
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Counterterms: h - Zj mixing case. Counterterms derived from the h - Zj

mixing part of the Lagrangian contain only the 7 - Z rnixing field renormalization

constants. The parity violating part of the counterterm reads explicitly

6Mi,-f : - rl{:_n;(62s,(m2, -q - 6z.yzr).(u.-yrru) (u,-y,"y,uò,

(188)

6MT," : - - t+i:t¿; 
(6 22,(m2" - T - 6ezr) . (uu.y,"y,u") (r,otruò .

Renormalization constants 6271 and 6Z1z can be determined from the on-shell renor-

malization conditions :

nelt{z (ø') e, @¡) I q,:*,": o,

(i8e)

neltl"z (ø') e" 6)) I s,:o : o,

implying that there is no 7- Z mixing at the Z poIe. Her-e, l\"" (ø') is the tluncated 7-

Z mixing self-energy renormalized graph. Fr-om the above renormalization conditions

and the structure of the counterterm, it easy to see that

62z.: ,o"lù$91,

t
m,

621z : -2Re

1

lD+"
L-
25

:
2
7

ilffi22

(1e0)



Explicit expressions for 7- Z mixingrenormalìzation constants come from self-energy

graphs at q2 - 0 and q2 : m2z. Although the 7- Z rnixing term of the parity violating

amplitude was split into terms corresponding to fermions or bosons only in the loop,

for counterterm renormalization constants we will include all of the particles in the

loop:

ç.r7 o 3

òz1z : t- *;æRel(a 
s'* - r)Ð_r(s'lo{*?) - aaoo(*'r,*?u,^?,)+

3

Jm2, B1(*'r,*?0,^?,)) + @sl, - 3)Ð(/. (^?!"--) - 2E,ss(nL2t,rnloo-n,mf,o,-*)+
i:1.

(1e1)

3

*""8r(m2",mlo.-*,m2no"-*)) + (ssl, - 3))l(2 ¿o@?tù - 4Bss(rn2t,^?i,,*?",)+
i:1

2m2, B 7(m2", mþ;o, *þ,)) + (5 c?* - t?") (3 As(m?à - 6 B ss(n';2t, m?w, *?r)) -

z(zm?1rn + 5c?*m2"¡Bs(m2r,m?¡,,*'*) - 6cl, m2" Br(*'r,^?.,^?r)] )

and

62s, : _
6 c1a, sq, r m2"

ù

Rel@s'* - 1)t(3/o(*?,) - 69ss(m22,m! ,ml,))+
i:7

ò

(+ t'* - 3) Ð(1" (mlo"-*) - 2Bss(rnzs,rnloo-^,mlo"-*))l
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(1e2)

J

(a t'. - 3) Ð(2 lo(^f,:,) - 4&6s(rn2s,^?io,mþ,))+
i:T

(5 r?* - sz*)(3As(m?à - anoo(*'",*?.,*?*Ð - 6*'- Bo(*'",*?-,*'.)l

By adding together term and counterterm parts of the parity-violatìng amplitude,

we obtain the fi.nal resuit free of IJV divergences.

4.2.6 Vertex corrections graphs

uyuuzu
eeee

--r-z- -----Tz-
,'A:_ ,',/\',_

Figure 77: {Z - q} vertex corrections (only vector bosons in the loop)

Generally, we have 146 vertex corrections graphs for- electron and quark vertices all

together, but the dominant contribution comes from only 21 graphs. The rest of

the diagrams are needed to keep the total amplitude gauge invariant. As shown

in Fig.(17), among {Z - q} vertex corrections graphs, we will only consider those
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with vector bosons in the loop. |{ote that "'u" is an "up" type quark and "d" is a

"down" type quark. This makes the presented amplitude not galtge invariant, but the

numerical results are practically the same) agreeing with the gauge invariant version

at level of a fraction of a percent.

The following notation has been adopted to keep the amplitude as short as possible

tr(*'q,,T,mþ,,*?,,^?0,^:) = c"(*?,,^?,*2) (193)

along with following properties of three-point tensor coefficient functìons:

C, (*?*,mf,o"-^,^Zi"--) : C, (*?-,mf,o"-*,^3i"-*) (LgA)

c, (*?î"--, *'* , *?-) : c, (*?!"-- , m?w , ^'-)

c, (0, *?ni,,*?ú,) : cr(0,*?ï,,*?;,)

Thus, for the set of diagrams on the Fig.(17), the vector-axial ter-m is given by

M'fo-' : ç#ølt, Q? )',Ë vto¡l' [,* ((eI"*" - " - sïi"*' 
- 

" )'

Bo(T,mf,o"-.,mf,o"-.) + (gn;'-"-" (m?no"-* + 
^?¿i, 

+ *?* - ") 
+

r28

C, (*'r,*?nïo,*?ú,) : C, (^'r,*?nï,,^?:,)



-doun o

gn\"-"-" (mf,o"-* - *?i, - m?* + ?)) Co(m?*,rrlf,oo-n,mf,o"-.) -

2(go]"-^-" - n#"-*-t)coo(^?*,mf,o"-^,mf,o.-*)) - 2i(2 cs (m|-, - r)

àaun - 
'li"*^-") r* (T - 2*?ú,) 'C1(mf,o.-.,m?w,*?*) - i(g2 -" - g

C y(m2\ar, mzno.--, mf,o"-^) t c¡at (B s(7, m?w, 
^?r,) 

+

(1e5)

mf, o 
" -. C o (m?no 

" - ^, *'*, *?* ) + 2 C s6 (mf, o 
" 
*., mzw, *'ù Dl) +

sf' - t r* (4 (s'Ë' -',¡' e^3ï, - T) co(o, ^?ïo,^3r,)

8 (oøi' -t7' coo(o,^?ï,,^?úù + 2(((sl' - ")' * z (o#' -')' )

rQf'-')' *, (n#'-') + a(sqï'-^')')ao(r,*?ïo,*?-,) +

Cr(^'",^?ïo,*Zr,) * 4(saï'-t)' tr(O,*?ï,,*'o:,))(2*?ï, - n +
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((2*Z:, + *'" - D (nl'-')' * Q^?r, t 3m2"- 3?) (nlÏ'-')'l

c s (m22, *?ïo, 
^?y,) -, ( (n 

^' 
- ")' * t Qi' 

- ")' ) c oo(^'", ^'úo, ^'q,)))

/_\/_\. 
\u."y t u" ) \uq'y p"ysuq ) .

For the axial-vector part we have

MÇi-" : #ffipQ" )',å Vo¡Tl2i((-2 cw ct(mf,g.*.,m?*,m1,¡

-doun z -dou
;@oj"-"-" - nli"-^-") r- cr(*?*,rnf,oo-n,mf,o"*-)) (T - 4m?n-r) +

c1r¿ (B s(7, *?*, 
^?r) I mf,o"- 

^ 
C s(m2oo.--, ^?r, 

*?.) + 2C ss (mf,f -*, ffi?w, *?"))) +

^Zg"-* 
+ zm?q,+

^d.oun v

'. (Øij ^doun v

- no;-" 
- t 

) Bo(7, mf,o"-*, mf,o.-.) - (goj"-* - 
t

+mlu - T

o4o*n-" , ^+gli"*^-t (^2i"-- - smf;-, - mlr+ r)) co(*?-,mf,o.-^,m?oo.-.) r
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2(f;"-" - " - nIl"-" 
- " ) coo(^?*, mf,o"*^, mf,o,--))]) +

(1 e6)

nf'-" ,. (4 (ooï'-',¡' e^'ú, - T) co(o,*Zï,,r"?:,) -

B (oøi'-t¡' coo(o,*fo ,^Zrù + z(((sr' - ")' * t Q2'- 
t)' 

t

cr(^'",*?ï,,*?:,) + 4(saï'-t)' 
"r(0, ^fuo,*'q,))(a*?:, -n +

* t 
þ ^' 

-')' * + (set' -1' 
) 

"o(, 
, *?ï, ,mf,r,) +

c o(*'", *?ï,, *?ï") -, ( (nï' - ")' * t (n ^' 
-')' 

) c oo (*'r, *?ú,, 
^?orù)J'

((nï'-")'

((rvmf;-, i 3m2, - zT Q';'-')' + çz*2-o + *'" - D (ni'-")'l .

. 
\uu"y p'ysu" ) \uq^'/ puq ) .

Here, we have scattering of an eiectron on an "up"-type quark. To consider scattering

of an electron on a "down" type quark, it is necessary to transpose the CKM matrix

and replac" "rtp" to "down" and "down" to "up" indices, correspondingly. This is
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the only difference, so the amplitude has basically the same structure.

The above amplitudes are renot'malized by the foilowing counter-terms:

. a- 7

6Mii;-" : -ffi(6 r* 6sq, (t - z t'*) - 3 
"?* 

t'. (26e * 62zz) *

(1e7)

zc?- s2* ((+ t'* - 3) Rel6 fy'\ - + sfunell ff;dlll . (u"'yrru) (un^tr'yruo) ,

6Ml;-" : ffi(2 r- 6s¡a, (5 s2w + 3 
"?-) 

+ c?* s2-'

(1e8)

(A(Z0e + 6Zzz) s2- + 8qa¡ s1a7 6Z1z - 3(26e + 6Zzz)) +

2c21a, s2. ((+ t?, - 3) Rel6 ff')l + + slrnell ¡9\D - (u.^tr^,/ru") (úntru) .

For the electron - "down" type quark scatter-ing, the counterterms are

6M#î^ -" : ffi(6 r- 6s1,¿ (1 - 2 r'*) - 3 
"?- 

r'- (2 6e'l 6 z zz) -f

( 1ee)

2c?^, slo, (z t'* - 3) Rel6 fy"")l - z s2*Rel6 fg*^)D) ' (u""'trru) (un yr.y"u) ,

6Mnjî-*" : -ffi(Zr- 6sw (s2w +3r?à + c?1,, sl, '
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(200)

@(26e + 6Zzz) s2w + 4qa, sy, 621z - 3(26e + 6Zzz)) +

zc?* s2* ((z t'* - z) Rel6 fy"'"\ + 2 s2.Re[6 fg*")]D ' (ilu"'tr'yru") (úolrrò .

Here, áe is the charge renormalization constant which was defined earlier in this work

(see Eq. (I24)). Renormalization constants 62zz, 6sy¡ and 6Z-,s have also been

caiculated earlier. As for the renormalìzation constants of quark field á ¡@ù'(d*n),

we will give details at the end of this chapter.

Let us now consider the {l - q} vertex corrections for the parity violating am-

plitude as shown in Fig. (1S) Seven particular {l - q} vertex correction graphs

Figure 18: {7 - q} vertex corrections graphs

contribute in total 95% of all the graphs of this type. Because the {e - 7} vertex

has only vector type coupling, the axial-vector palt of the amplitude will be equal to

ô ee

uWuuZu
ee

+--

ÀïW/\W
=+-+udu

100
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zero. Results for the vector'-axial part of the amplitude are as follows:

M'fo- " : + (n{' - - 
)' f v o À' l@ o (7, *?-, ^,*) 

-t mf,o 
" 
-. c o (m}o "-., *'., ^?. )

+2((Ct(mf,o"-.,rrù?w,rn?r) + 2i gøl'-^-^r Ct(*?.,rr1'f,oo-n,mf,o.--))rnf,-o -

T (Ct(mf,o"-^, m?w, *?r) + i gol"-* -t Cr(*'., mf,o"-., mf,o"-*)) +

(201)

C s6 (m2qo"- *, m2w, 
"'r?.D 

i - gol"*' -' (B o (7, m2no"-., mf,o"-.) +

(^'¿:, - m?no"-. + ^'* 
_ T)Cs(m?-,*f,o"-*,mf,o"-*) - 2Css(mzw,Tnf,oo*n,^þ"-ò)1

+gi'-" gï'-" nøïe-tl2(2mþ, - T)cr(m22,m?0y,,^Zï,) * Bs(7,*?n:o,*?q,) +

(*'" - T)Cs(m\z , *Zi, ,*3rù - 2Css(n'12r,*?ú, , ^lr,))) 
. (u"'yru") (n¡¡tuq)

To obtain the vector-axial amplitude for the electron -"down" type scattering, we

follow the same procedure asin {Z - g} vertex cor-r-ections case, i.e. replace "up" with

"down" index and transpose the CKM matrix. For the counterterm corresponding to
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6Jvtffi-t

the electror, -".tp" type quark scattering, we have:

_ ianrgu-l 
- (z 6 z z-, I g cyy s,¿

OCw Sw '1

(202)

and fol electron- "down" type quark scattering:

-dôun ^.6Miio -t : ianrg"-t t, ç 17

^ --- 
-¡.tuo4^,l4cw 

sw
OCw Su¡ 'I

neld ¡f*") -6 Íy*")l).(o"tru") (aoyr1su) .

(203)

99% of {" - Z} vertex corrections graphs can be represented by only four diagrams

shown at Fig.(19). With the assumption that mZ = 0, as it appears in the kinematical

Figure 19 {e - Z} vertex corrections graphs

coefficients, straightfolward calculations show the following:

Rel6 ffù - 6 fy'\) . (u"^tru") (uo"t*^truò ,

eye---a^^7_
e\y'e
Z\

qq
eve

-lJ¿._
wVwz\

qq

qq
eWe

^z -q-z
^te-z_ 

uoo 
u,l_4icro,r"vA 

8sw (T - *zl (n';*)'

e
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+s¡4, 14 (nT-)' g";- t (Po(r, 0, 0) - 2css(m?w, 0, 0) + m2* coçmz*, 0, 0)) +

2Css(m22,^?,*2)-

Bo(7, *?,^?) - çs (oT')' + (oî ")' )

-m2" Cs(TrL?*,^2,*Z)

-rØ (nî*)' (s";-t ,* (co(^'-,0,0) + 2c1(m1n,,0,0)) - 2ic1r c1(0,^?*,^?.))

(204)

2c1(m22,*3,*?))çz (sT")' * (n'-, ")')))l . (r."yru.) @q"yt"ysuc) ,

MTr' : *ffiflicy¡ (nî"')' (uo(r,*?*,^'*) + zcoo(0,*?*,^?.))

+sw [- 4 (n';*)' g"""- t (go(r, 0, 0) - 2css(m?w,o, o) + m2- co(m?*, 0, 0)) +

(205)

g'-o'es (n"-")' coo(o,*7,*?) + (sTt)' + +(o'-",)' * t (sf;')') .
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si" eB (n'-r)'c*(0, ^2,*3) + Q (sT")' * n (n"-")' + (oí;')') .

)l

+sit ,* (4(n"-')' (co(o, 
^2,*?) +2cr(0,*'.,*'")) + (co(*'",mf;,m!) +

and



2C6s(rn2s,*2,^2)-

Bo(7,*2,*?) - fG"-^t)' +s(sî')')

-m2, Co(m?*,^?,^?)

+ 2Ct(*'*,0,0)) - Zic1ar C1(0,*?*,^?"))

+sT" svrr (4(n"-')' (co(o,^3,*2) +2ct(0,*2,^2)) + (co(^'",m!,m!) +

2c1(m2s,*2,*3))((oT")" + z (sit)')))l . (u"1r"yuu.) (úntruo) .

Counterterms for the electron vertex correction have been simplified as

6Mî-o" : -d#ffiþcl' s'z* 6Qz * 
"?* 

(26'' +

(206)

sy, (26e + 6zzz)) * 2s,¿¡ 
"?. 

((z sly - qae[6f !')] +

z sfu nelo¡[")]) + 6 slu 6s¡a,l' (u"lru.) (unyr1suq) ,

-rØ(ni*)' (s"""-" r* (Co(m?-,o,o)

and

6ur1"o,,? : 
^ñ##ørþ?* 

(z6sw - sq, (4s2* - r)(z6e + 62zz)) +
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(207)

Zsyo¡ c?* ((z t'* - t)Re[6f l")] - z t'r, n"¡d¡S\) - z s2- 6s,Ã,1.

/-\/-\. 
\u""1 p'Ysu" ) \uq'Y puq ) .

Now let us consider Fig.(20) representing the {e - 7} vertex corrections. As one can

eZeeveeEKq qq q

Figure 20: {e - 7} veltex corrections diagrams

see, the {l - q} vertex has only the vector part of the coupling, so the vector-axial

part of the PV ampiitude is equai lo zero. The resulting amplitude has a very simple

form:

MT,i : #¡-l (sT')' (ro(r,*?.,*?*) + 2co0(0,*?*,^?r) -
(208)

2T Cr(o,^?*,*?r)) + gï" g"-'gîz (Bog,*2,^Z) - 2Css(rn2s,m!,m!) +

(^'" - T ) c s (m2r, 
^2, 

*?) - 2T C r (*'", *2, *ZDl . (u."y *"y ru.) (u 
o l ru n)
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n'ith the counterterm

6MTri : -9JÏLþ2", t 4s6, cw(Re[6f$)] - a"[dff\]' (r"trtru.) (no¡ruo) .

(20e)

As the final step for this chapter, we are going to give some details on the fermion

field renormalization constants 6 f$)" and, 6 fg:)'(o*"). U.irrg expression Eq. (117) and

expanding the fermion's truncated self-energy graphs, one can arrive at the following

results:

6fP : ffioac?. arlm!,^!,o) + 
"* 

Br(*2,^2,*'")1,

(210)

6fP : ffioel(1 - zt'*)Br(^2,^3,*'") +2c?-8,.(*?,0,*'.)

ac?* s2* Br(^2,*Z,o)1.

It should be noted here that the te¡ms proportionaIto m! have been omitted from

the above expressions.

For the quark field renor-malization constants, we obtain

s' çsi' - 3r-T Re[l6 t'^, ("?* B{m}-o,^?ï,,0) + sfo, B{m?4;,,^Zïo,*iD -"J R 72r c2w "w

-16s2*mþ,((J - +s2finao(*\i,,*?úo,m2z) - +c?* nao(*?io,o,*f,:,)) *
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and

(2r7)

rn?q,i,(Q - aslr)2Dgr(*?,i,,^1,,^'") * 32c?. s2- Dnr(*?r,,*2i,,0) +

3

76 sf, D Blm24;, , *3i, , ^'") I 18 cl, Ðlu,il' D Br(**"-o , rnloo-n, *?.)) ,

j:)'

6fg"-^ : C#&Relas2* ("?. nr(m?no"--,rn2no"*-,0) +

s2. nr(m]"o-n,ïTlf,oo-n,^")) - 8 t'*mlo,-.((S - +s'z-)DBs(mf,o"-*,*f,oo-n,*") -

(212)

z cl, nno(mf,o"-^,0,mf,0"-*)) + mlo"-*((z - +sfu)2 nat(mf,"o-n,rrr'f,oo-n,^?") +

+8clu s2* nA1(mf,o"-.,rn?noo-n,0) + 4 slu nAr(mlo"-*,,mf,o"-*,*'r) i

J

18 c?1a, l, lu t"l' D B 1(mlo"-., mþ,, *?*)).
j:7

Similarly, for the left handed quark field, we find:

6lf' : ,r_3--Relt6t'*"?* nr(*\ï,,*?ï,,0) +
I L tt Cgy õqt

(3 - 4 sl,r¡2 n1(m?.o ,*?-, ,m2z) - 16 s2* m|:,((3 - +s2-)D Bo(^?i, ,^?i,,*'") -
r40



(2r3)

and

+c?* nao(*Zi,,o,mf,:,)) + m24;,((z - +s'-)'DBr(^?:,,*?i,,*L) +

z2c?. s2- nar(m?i,,*'ni,,0) + 16 sf, DBlmf,",,^?úo,^'r)) *

3

rs c?* ,lu,il' (nt(^?f, ,rnloo-*,*'.) + mlo"*- D B{mf;", ,^f,oo*n,*?*)),
i:1

6 fl!'-^ : C#çrRela slr r?, Br(mf,o"-*, Tnf,oo-n, 0) +

(3 - 2 t'ù' Br(m?no"-^,rn?oo"**,^'r) - 8 s2* mf,o"-- ((3 - Zt'*) .

D Bs(m?qo.-n, rrlloo-*, *'z) - Z c?* n Ao(mf,o"-*, 0, mf,o"-*)) t

mf,o.-* ((z - z sfu)' D B r(mf,o"-., *f,oo*n, m2z) *

S c?1a, s2* D B1(mf,o.-^, rnf,oo*n, 0) + + s!, n Ar(mf,o"-^, rrr,f,oo-^, *'r)) *

ó

18 cl, Y, lu t,l' (B 1 (m?no"-., 
^3i,, 

*?*) * m?oo"-. D B 1 (m?oo.- ^, m?qo, 
^?*)) 

.

j:1

(2r4)
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5 Discussion and Analysis

The present research project is focused on extracting nucleon strange form factors

from the measured asymmetry of the lepton-nucleon cross-sections, which requires

evaiuating radiative corrections to electro-weak scattering at the few percent level,

Electroweak radiative corrections to intelmediate energy, parity non-conserving semi-

Ieptonic neutlal current interactions have been addressed previously by Musolf and

collaborators (see, for exampte, [45] and [57]). In these works, radiative cor-rections

are constructed from the underlying fundamental weak interaction between electron

and quarks. Broadly, such corrections are denoted as being either one-quark or many-

quark effects. The one-quark corrections involve the interaction of the electron with a

single quark, The many-quark contributions involve two or more quarks, and include

effects due to an intrinsic weak interaction in the nucleon (e.g. the anapole moment).

As far as we know, one-loop processes involving the elementary particLes of the

Standard Model ("one-quark" type) give the dominant contribution to radiative cor-

rections. Our primary aim is to considerably impt-ove the precision for cor-rections

involving only Standard Model constituents; and then move on to address many-body

effects. These calculations should be perfor-med for a variety of lepton-nucleon scat-

tering experiments, in order to obtain the form factor values at different momentum

transfers.

Evaluation of "one-quark" colrections rvith maximum precision requires renor-mal-
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ization performed with careful inclusion of blemsstrahlung, and ensuring that any de-

pendences on poorly constrained parametels of the Standard Model are analyzed and

controlled. The new method of constlained differ-entiaÌ renormalization was used. To

calculate the radiative corrections at given momentum transfer and conser-ve gauge

invariance, one needs to consider a full set of one-loop Feynman diagrams, which can

include up to several hundreds of them, depending on particular scattering process'

We have developed new methods and a software package to accomplish this task'

The partially computerized procedure we have developed allows performing an

extensive analysis of the kinematical dependence and the dependence on all kine-

matic and Standard Model parameters. A set of two and three dimensional graphs

was constlucted, reproducing the dependence of all types of calculated radiative col--

rections (see Tables 6 and 7) on varìous kinematic variables and poorly-constrained

SM parameters. In addition to helping to gain a better "feel" for the radiative cor-

rection behaviour, such analysis is essential for checking for irregular behavior (none

was found), and accounting for the uncertainties of input parameters. Six graphs ar-e

selected to be presented here as the most illustrative: dependencies of total radiative

correction Rf,:I and RÇ on the electron scattering angle and beam energ'y in the lab

frame, detector acceptance, unknown fraction of four dimensional momenta carried

by quarks in the nucleon, and the not too well known masses of the top quark and

Higgs boson. All six graphs are evaluated for kinematics appropriate for the SAMPLE
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I experiment.

The total radiative corrections Rf,:I and Rey are large because the tree level

amplitudes are suppressed bV (1- 4sin2 0y¿). We have found only a weak dependence

of the radiative corrections on scattering angle 0 and electron energ-y 81.6, as s€€ri

in Fig.(21 and Fig. (22), wher. RT:' is shown by dashed line and RÇIw the solid

one. In Fig. (22) we show the (logarithmic) dependence of RÇ and Rf,:I on the the

photon detection parameter- AE.

In our single quark calculations, v/e have to account for the fraction of four di-

mensional momenta carried by quarks in the nucleon. Although some reasonable

constraints can be imposed, this value is not known. However, it does not affect the

precision of our calculations, since, in the region considered, the dependence of the

corrections on this value is very weak (Fig. (24)).

In Fig.(25), the corrections show only a slight dependence on the Higgs rnass M¡y,

which is quite fortunate, too, as the Higgs mass is not well known. As we can see

from Fig.(26), radiative corrections appear to be highly sensitive to the mass of the

top quark. This graph facilitates compalison with previous lvork [43], which used

rL¿ : 120 MeV. This strong dependence on 7i?¿ arises fi-om the lar-ge mass splitting

within the top-bottom fermion doublet. The mass of the top quark is much better

known now (m¿:174.3*5.1 MeV according to [a6]), so this value does not introduce

any significant uncertainty into our evaluations. AII of the numbers listed in Sections
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4.1 ("Numerical Results" ) should be updated when a mol-e precise value of top quark

mass becomes available.

It is not easy to calculate uncertainties in a theoretical work, and only a iim-

ited discussion can be provided here. If we use the same renormalization scheme

(CDR in this case), keep momentum dependence, but do not include the hard pho-

ton bremsstrahlung term, then the uncertainty introduced by the variation of the

Standard Model parameters does not exceed one percent for the large axial-vector

radiative corrections. Addition of the hard photon bremsstrahlung term may change

them up to 10%. However, this discrepancy is still small comparing to the uncertainty

in many-quark radiative effects (recall RT:' : -0.06 +0.24 from [57]) introduced by

a large mod.el dependence. Our results for- the one-quark terms are consistent with

results reported in the previous works 142,43,44,45,57], although the direct numer-

ical term-by-term comparison is not particularly meaningful due to the significant

difference in calculation methods used.

So far we have calculated the "one-quark" radiative corrections for- electron-proton

scattering for the specific kìnematics of SAMPLE I and SAMPLE II (MIT-Bates)

experiments, as well as the HAPPEX I and II, G0, A4 and Q,-"ot experiments at

Jefferson Lab. Special attention was paid to including the proper combination of

single-quark parameters corresponding to specific corrections for proton and neutron.

However, even afber regulating IR divergences through soft-photon emission, the
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Figure 2t: Rf,:I (dashed line) and Êf (solid line) as a function of the scatter-ing angle

(in degrees).
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Figure 22: Rf,:r (dashed line) and ,Rfl (solid line) as a function of the beam energ'y

in laboratory frame El"¡ (it GeV).
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calculated one-quark radiative corrections showed a logarithmic dependence on the

detector's photon acceptance parameter A-Ð. Elimination of this dependence can

be achieved by adding the hard photon bremsstr-ahlung (HPB) ter-m. For one-quark

radiative corrections, the HPB term is hard to account for due to the poorly known

quark dynamics. In case of HPB computation for electron-proton scattering, we can

avoid this problem by representing quark dynamics directly through an experimen-

tally determined set of form factols.

Using the dipole approximation, rve can modify general electro-weak couplings

by inserting appropriate form factors into vertices and construct the HPB factor as

a function of Mandelstam invariants. Taking into account experimental constraints,

integlation over the emitted photon phase space can be performed numerically. The

first experiment on which we would like to try this for is Q-uox. Having considered

the HPB factor pureiy for electron-proton scattering, we have to calculate ladiative

corrections and the sofL photon factor with modified couplings for the set of IR di-

ver-gent graphs (two vertex correction and four' {7 - Z} boxes) in order to achieve

cancellation of IR divergences and A,Ð dependence all togethet. {ry - Z} box graphs

have been estimated by [39] rvithout momentum dependence in the Born part. We

just completed a calculation for box graphs using the tensor decomposition technique

without the zero momentum transfer approximation, and plan to include nucleonic

delta resonances as well. Vertex correction graphs will have to be considered next.
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To perform voluminous algebraic computation, or.rr computational techniques al-

ready developed and tested for one-quark radiative colrections have to be expanded

to allow inclusion of form factors into the vertices. It will be important to take into ac-

count up-to-date nucleon electric and magnetic form factors measured for appropriate

momentum transfer by the University of Regina SPARRO group [13].

New experiments are under \Ã/ay or planned for the near future. The experimental

techniques continue to be developed and improved, so they will require more precise

contributions from theory. Some of the methods described in this work can be em-

ployed to provide theoretical input fol these ne\M experiments, extending calculations

by including ne\Ã/ types of corrections as needed.

It is worth noting here that one of the leasons for choosing the constrained differ-

ential renormalization (CDR) scheme for our calculations is that CDR can be easily

expanded for the minimal super symmetric model (MSSM). Including SuperPartner

particles is something \Me might have to consider in the futur-e. In general, our cal-

culation routines, tested for eiectron-quark scattering, are valid for any electroweak

processes involving elementary particles of Standard Model, which means they might

be helpful for neutrino scattering as well.
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6 Appendix

Coupling Constants6.1

At a generic level, for vertex { F - F - Vr} IMe cân write

{ F - F - Vr} ---+ upC (F, F,Vr) rr,

where C (F, F,Vò is a generic coupling defined from the SM Lagrangian as

(215)

(216)

where G rpv is a coupling matrix containing couplings of the classes up to the desired

counterterm order. In the case of one-loop calculations, we restrict coupling matrices

up to the first counterterm order only (zero order- tree level, first order - one loop,

etc.). We define five types of fermion - fermion - vector boson coupling matrix d or, ,

C ,,r,", (any fermions, photo n), C ¡,¡,, (any felmions, Z-bos on) , d ,,r,- (leptons only,

charged W-boson), C 
o\uo),otoo-,r,ø, 

(up and down type quarks only, I4l--boson), and

C o{ao-*),nt-r1,, 
(down and up type quarks only, I/+-boson).

Let us start with the coupling matrix d r,r,, (fermion-fermion-photon vertex):

/ \-,
c (F, F,vu) : 

\rr-- "yt"ø+ ) 
G rrv

d,,,,,:n"( -a' --Q¡(6"+ry+ Re[á r[D+s';'v?\,

\ -or -Q¡@"+ry + Re[órl]) + s';' !? )
(2r7)

where the first column represents the tree level coupling and the second one, the one

Ioop counter term. Furthermore, \¡v'e give a list of the generic couplings for various
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interactions, as well as coupling matrices up to the first order

necessary.

The rest of the coupling matrices entering Eq. 216 have the

countertelm, where

foilowing structure:

-)'Grrr:ie

)?,ï",

)

sL-'ot{- + dsL-t - A¡ vf + s[-' n"¡d ¡r"1

gL-'o"f- +dg|-" -a¡?+sL-' ne[ófi]

G,,,,,W

1

øt*

0

C 
n@ù,orao-n) ¡4, 

: r"(*r'" 
)

(218)

(21e)

(220)

:r" 
(

c oÍo"-.,,.r,ù,w "('-r' " 
)

(221)

Combining Eq. 216 with Eq. 2!7 and Eq. 218- Eq. 221, we obtain the couplings

needed to construct vertex, boxes and self-energy graphs.

To construct counterterm amplitudes for self-energy graphs, the generic coupling

for C (V*(kr) ,W (kr)) has been used:

C (Vr(kr) ,v, (kr)) : ( -n* @rkr) ep, -.kr*kr,)ð rr,

752

(222)



where

and

---+
Gzz:i,

d.,"

0

0 *'"

0

6Zzz

6Zzz I6m2"

-6Zzz

0 6Z1z + 6Zz.y

o m2" 62^,7

0 -6Qz - 6Zzt

(223)

(224)

6.2 Feynman Graphs Gallery

We choose to spLit all diaglams in three groups: boxes, self-energy loops and triangles,

In a given group, each diagram has the number of the form T1 P2 N23 underneath.

Here, T1 means "Topoiogy I" , PZ corresponds to class insertion 2, and N23 is the

running number in a given group. N runs from 1 to 44 for boxes, 7 to 262 f.or

self-energy loops and 1 to 140 for triangles, which gives as a total of 446 one-loop

graphs. Only 235 of them are pality-violating. It was found instructive to calculate

a complete set of one-loop diagrams with all Standard Model elementary particles

included because the full set gives us a possibility to perform such important self-

checks as verifying gauge invariance.

For one-loop case) only two topologies are possible in each group:
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6.2.L Boxes

6.2.2 Self-Energy

6.2.3 Self-Energy Counterterms

6.2.4 Tliangles

6.2.6 Tliangles Counterterms
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